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PADUCAH SUNDAY Burnett Phelps, First Birmingham
SCHOOLS WILL BE Raider to Co on Trial at Benton
WELL REPRESENTED in Circuit Court-Jury Selected
At interutional Convention
to be Held in Louis
ville Next Week.
Schools of the City Select
Itelegatea.
ARRANGE FOR ANsrm. PICNICS
Paducah will he well repreeented
at the intern
convention I
\of all the c
Iona, Sunday school
Lonherlile Olio week.
arches will send del.-
gates but fifteen or !went)* Persons
%Ill attend from this city. It will be
she greatest Sunday echo°, event of
the ytar with ogenioere of world-wide
reputetien. Front the German Rams-
eeliesi church, Mrs. Frank Itinitlefe
Moe A. Doup, Mrs_ W. J. Sherrill.
Mee H.lermeling and Mrs. Will
Hummel go; from the First Balt-
tiet church. Mrs. Frank Wahl, Mrs. T.
1f Nance and Mrs. R. Celeninn; from
Proadway Methodist ehurch. lir. (3.
T Hrs. Mildred Davie end
Vie., Leeks Smith are delegatea
y sill 141tve Taiesttav
Seaday Whim.% Pitivic.
Pt. rile. are the cleef interest for
'reel of the Sunda) schools+ in the
.s now Nearly every one has one
erioneed. or is planning for an me-
ttle The resit Baptist Sunday school
e .11 leave at 1.:3,0 o'clock TueedaY
morning over the Nashville. Chatta-
nooga & eat Louis railway for 41mo
park in a special tam. Dinners/ will
tw carried mud the beautiful wood-
land park will b. the *COM. of gay
and happy times.
' On Thuradey the First Presbyter-
ian rhumb Sunday school will pa to
.41mo. park for an all-day picnic.
They, too, will have a special train to
carry them there. Tuesday evening
the Young Ladies' sockey and the
chore% building owlet) will have a
tegnic supper at Wallace park.
Gregory Hetehts will be the acene
of the annual pienle of the German
Evangelical Aunt Sunday school, on
Jule Is. A committee in the Sundae
a no of the German Lutheran
church Is disetowing the question of
n picnic but no :item and place have
H net. The Kentucky Avenue
Preabyterian (church anti estil have a
Sendai' who& picnic hut no defioite
Ian. have been made Other ihindea
1.1 WWI. will Ovule later In the sun'-
iii. r
Nliwatostary flimsiest.
The Rea W. If Tipton. of %Vero-
'shoe, China, a thisrionery supported
th.. First Baptist church- of Padu-
cah. will be its the city this week
and will preach next Sunday morning
and evening at the church The
Mr. rplou liate returned to this
gottutre after 'nearly five years' work
in China. to leave his children to be
educated. Ills wife died reeentis in
China. lie will go back to China on
.1totest I to remain Indefinitely. A
_large congregation is expected to
tear Mr. Tipton next Sunday, as be
I. a most Interestiug !siker about the
harelips gold.
Children's Huy Ex
hildren's day was obi:1 .6'7▪ st the
cutuberiand Presbyterian chureh Sun
'lay evening In Roger's hall. Twelfth
,.treat and lkoadway. The prom-ram
was heard by a congregation that
overflowed the hail, and was one of
the mom interesting yet seen in the
rev. The Rev J. T. Bartlett preathed
in the morning. No preaching is an-
corniced for next Suilday. though
Saluda) school will be held ex usual.
The Kentucky Avenne Presto O'rian
eliorth Sunday school held its annual
children's day service Sunday morn-
ing before 0 large _congregation. The
programa contested of songs. "prim-
liens and. loadings. Dr. J. R. Henry
preached la the evenfne.
Map* Notes. •
The supper to have been given by
the Temple' 'terse] Sisterhood on
Ttteeday evening, has been postponed
Indefinitely on account of the. china.'
In the weather.
Otte of the largest evening eongre-
gallons in several months was tett
last evening to hear Dr G. T
of the Broadway Mitliosl.at
'church, preach the eceond in num
tit Ills series lea young people. Dr.
Minivan told of the perils in the
ildthway of young people with advice
as to how they may he avoided
There were many young men and
women in the audience, who seemed
much interested in his remarks, in
the morning eervice Mrs. Lela Wade
Lewis and Mrs W. C. dray sang a
duel as the offertory, and Miii. Lewis
sting a solo in the evening. At the
Ellsworth League hoer. Mr. John I'.
itoteneon sang a see)
Children's day via. held at the Me-
ehanirriburg Methodist church, the
Rev. .1, W. Cantrell. muotor. Sunday
evening. A large audietloe attended
sad enieee• Of long program by the
• e
-441#44 .1
Great interest in Outcome of
Trials of Accused in Mar
shall- 0 Demonstration.
(Staff Correspondence.)
(By Bell Nicho(s.)
Benton, Ky. June 15 -Judge Reed
adjourned the trial of Burnett Phelps
until tomorrow mousing on informa-
tion that the defendant's child was
serimaly
Benton. Ki.. June 15.-Both sides
announced read) in .the prosecution
of those accused of participating in
the raid on the home of John Scruggs
at Birmingham, by white raps and
Burnett Phelps, a well known Afar-
shall county farmer, was the first de-
fendant arraigned for trial.
Owing to the. nature of the cases
and the- emitunt of discussion and
newspaper talk that has been in-
dulged in there Was some tressib:e in
retiring qualfled jurors. Common-
wealth's Attorney Lovett. who con-
ducted the examination for the prose-
cution, called on those who by rea-
son of afflilation with any order.
Lodge or association that would pre-
vent them doing their full ditty to
retire, but near of the veniremen re-
eponded.
All the important witnesses an-
mwered when calied except Will
Bishop, a negro, who did not respond
promptly and was sent to Jail for an
hour ha Judge Reed when he ap:-
peered an hour after eourt convened.
The Jury.
The jury emotanneled for the trial
of Phelps is: Walter a farm-
er sod member of the Society of
&milt': Ira ROM a merchant; J. F.
Eley. a trader; D. G. Wood, W. B.
Thompson, L. W. Morgan, tobacco
growers and members of the *erode-
lion; William Phillips. John H.
Grace. T. H. Hull, Morgan Parrish,
Thomas B. Harper and A. A ("rose.
.ndelondent farmers
Lovett Make. eneenstes.
B.-fore court Was adjorerned the
attorneys made their statement to
the jury and ('ommonwealth's Attor-
leatassansea or Page Fite.)
Girl Murderer on Trial.
Neosho. Mo Jou+. 15 --The pre-
liminar) trial of Bessie Davidson. II
year old heiress. charged with itpling
Ro:. Hammitt, the discarded sweet-
heart of her s:Stet. Grace, has begun.
A sensation was caused to the disap-
pearance of Grace. who, it is report-
ed, left the city on advice of iawaers
Fire Ilaissagert Residence. ,
Fire originating (tom a defective
flue today at noon did about $250
worth of damage at the residence of
Henry .Seamon. 10317 South Third
street, driver of the patrol wagon.
The Ore had a good start in the attic
and the roof was burned Off in the
rear. Companies Nos. 2 and 4 an-
swered the alarm, and by good work
prevented the, b:aze front getting a
substantial hold.
Chicago Market.
July- High.
%neat • .. 89%
rorn 66%
Oats . .. 43%
Ptov . 14.20
lArd .. • .
Reba 7.112 14,
Low. Ciose.
eti Kg%
III 66%
4:1 14 431/4
14.02% 14.1214
g.1.5 S.77%
7,73
New York, June 15.-It' is an-
tigenic+ d that Senator Batley is im-
proaang Mt will be ten days before
he wit be able to leaae his bed.
SPECIAL MEETING OF
COMMERCIAL CLUB
President Earl Palmer. of the
Cononcreial cub. has called a meet-
ing of the executive committee of the
Commercial club and all other com-
mittees appointed its connection with
the meeting here in July of the 'Ken-
tucky. Tennessee and Mississippi
Traveling Men's association for to-
night at 7:3+0 o'clock sharp. Every
member is expected to attend as biol
newt of Importance will he transacted.
CHAS. KOPF HURT
Mr. Charles Kopf, of 403 North
Fifth street. met with an accident
Wednesday afternoon at Ca.seyville
and broke two ribs, on his right side.
Mr. Kopf had charge of a gang of
men at the nem% at Ctaseyvjlie foe+
the West Kentucky Coal company.
fie slipped and fell in the hatchway
of a boat. and broke two ribs. Mr.
Kota( did not stop working and did
not notify his family of the accident
until he came home yesterday morn-
ing. lie is going right along with
his work today although very stiff
and sore from the accident.
DAVID E. HOLT
Mr. David E. Holt, 4k years of
age, died at hie ItIme in Arcadia.
near Wallace park. last night at I
o'c:ock of consumption after a sev-
eral months' Hines -. Mr. Holt was a
farmer and .,st very popular man in
Paducah. He is survived by four sis-
ters and two brothers, Mrs. R. W.
Rudolph. of Arcadia: Mrs. Belle
Hutchinson, of LovelarevIlle. Ky.:
Mitt. Betty Coon!, of Arlington, Ky.:
Mrs. Mary MoKinney. of BaHenger.
Tie.; Mr. George Holt. - ef Keel!.
Ky.. and Mr. Gus 11, Holt, of Masser.
Ky Mr. Holt was unmarried. The
bode was taken to Lovelaceville at
12 o'clock today and the funeral
took place this afternoon at 4 o'clock
The burial was at Cross cemetery.
near Lovelaceville.
Cr1.1111111140N
I RESIDE AT DENVER.
Chicago. June 15.-The commit-
tee on arrangetnems of Democratic
national committee met today to con-
sider the temporary organization at
the Denver convention. It is expect-
ed that Senator (ulbereon. of Texas,
will be selected temporary chairman.
Member, expreetsed opinions of no
doubt as to Bryan's nomination.
4
RACING INTERESTS
TO FIGHT Iii-GHEK LAW.
New York, June 15.-Racing in-
terests are reported to have raised a
million dollars to fight the new law
forbidding betting on horse racing
Twelve noted lawyers have been re-
tained to find • method to evade the
law,
JILTED BY HER LOVER
NEGRESS SUICIDES
Despondent because her lover mar-
ried another WCIttiall, Emma Hines, a
negress. swallowed five cents worth
Orearboiic acid yesterday and died
la horrible scony a short time after.
Dr. J. D. Robertson was called and
hurried to the house on South Tenth
street, where the woman lived, but
was too late to do anything for her.
Coroner 'Frank Eaker empanelled
a jury this morning and a verdict of
death by snrcide tviaP returned.
I Sun's Corona Visible Yesterday
Excitement pies ailed all over the
city Sunday front 11 o'clock in the
morning until It o'clock its the after-
non, when the ROO wee green to be sur-
rounded by a perfect circle, of the
color of the rainbow Speculation
about this phenomenon was freely
indulged and the auditions of Its
Cattfe and probable effect ranged all
the way from more rain to the end
of the world Among the supersti-
tious it foreboded some dire calamity
to the earth, and they connected in
their minds the unusual precipita-
tion of the last few weeks with the
heavenly sign
Acientincally, yeeterday'a phenom-
emus has an explanation and to quiet
the fears of the credulous, it may be
stated that no serious retook, will
follow. Captain Willistn Sometime,
weather &weever for Paducah was
besieged by &asthma Inquirer. yester-
day and today, and his explanation is,
that the thole I.4sen I eAreri1IV1
known as the sun's Corona. It is a
similar phenomenon to the circle
more frequently seen around the
moen, and is canoed by the reflection
of the sun's rays on raindrops. Only
rarely Is the Corona seen around the
sun and it was the unusual appear-
ance that caused the *Peculation. The
raindrope act as • prism and were 'go
disposed in the atmosphere, that the
rays were reflected as a circle around
the sun. It may be man) eare be-
fore another such appearance will he
seen,
According to Captain Hornemen's
records, May had the hottest weather
Paducah has bad In six years, for that
month. June in considerably cooler
from the fregnent rains. Many per-
sons think that more rain hes fallen
this spring than for the same period
in several year.. but the records show
that for the live months of IfelS end-
ing June I, nearly Ore leaf kW
rein fell than in the
peril-ad of 1507
$2,000 REVENUE
TO COUNTY FROM
DOG TAX LIST
Charged on Regular Tax Re-
ceipts and to be Collected
with Other Taxes.
Property Owners Not Assessed
for Poll Tax.
I too NEGROES ()N THE 1.IST
Sheriff J. W. Ogilvie and his depu-
ties have two unusual items on the
tax receipts this year, that have never
appeared there before. The first is
the state tax of dogs at $1, and the
second is the poll tax for colored citi-
zens, 1,100 of whom were assessed
this year. There has not been a
rush yet to pay either one.
The dog tax aoplies only to the
county, and If all are paid, will en-
rich the state $1.5040 or $2,000. It
is likely that they will be paid be-
(seine they are made out on the regu-
lar tax receipts and, the taxpayer
cannot pay his regular fazes without
paying the state doe tax. The rev-
nut' from the dog tax goes to a fund
to remunerate sheep owners who
have sheep killed by dogs. Any man
who kills a sheep-killing dog, will be
paid five dollars out of this fund, and
any citizen who knowingly keeps a
sheep-killing dog is liable for a One.
The dog law further provides that'
unless some persen accompanies any
deg, it may be gilled if it trespatises
on private property.
As sheep raising is not a consider-
able item in McCracken count) farm-
ing, or in the western end of the
state, some complaint may he expect-
ed from the new tax. Nearly every
county has as many dogs 1114 Mc-
Cracken county, and if the assessors
are as diligent elsewhere as they were
in McCracken. a large fund will be
created. No city dogs were as-
sessed.
While practically no white men in
Paducah were assessed a poll tax
this year, 1.100 colored citizens were
so taxed. Heretofore no attention
was paid to assessing the colored cit-
izen's. The diecrimination is count-
ed for In the fact that no citizen who
Pa)* taxes on property is assessed a
poll tax now. It is supposed that
these Eloet colored citizeas were as-
sessed because they paid no taxes of
any kind. Poll taxes are aseeesed
regardless of whether the citizen
votes, in collecting these taxes the
sheriff has no discretion, as he must
collect whatev..r the assessors turn
Into his office.
A Correction
In justice to itself and to Mr.
Korne, The Sun wishes to Correct the
false statements in the two morning
papers yesterday in their stories on
the arrest of?. H. McDonald. who is
held here tinder the alleged charge
of obtaining money under false pre-
tenses.
Both the Register and the News-
Democrat said McDonald was =e-
ager of The Sun's contest. This is
not true. .Mr. D. E. Brundage is the
manager of the contest, and hag been
here In that capacity for a month
Mr. McDonald came to Paducah Sat-
urday, the 6th. from Albany. Ga.,
where he was connected with a con-
test, and asked to he given work by
The Sun. He was given an assign-
ment, but communications were im-
mediately despatched to Albany in-
quiring if his connections there had
been thoroughly satisfactory. Before
a reply was received, however, the
management of The Sun took exceir
Hens to some of his work here and
immediately dispensed with his sen-
vices.
About the same time Mr. G. R.
Korne, proprietor of tile firm con-
ducting The Sun's cont t. had been
advised of Mr. McDonald's work at
Albany and he immediately came to
Paducah to further Investigate, with
the result that he immediately had
MeDonaid arrested. and will have
him taken back to Albany for prose-
cution to the full extent of the law.
One (1f Ole papers mentioned at-
tempted to thtow a shadow on G.
ROSIN Korne & Compass, by sledging
them vat ton. Too at lona. As a matter
of fart the addoos of the company is
and always has been Newark. 0.
BERTILLON SYSTEM FOR
PITTSBURG BANK CLERKS
Effort to Defeat Taft Abandoned
--Allies Keep Up Fight to Land
the Vice-Presidential Nomination
Usual Spirit of Contest Lack-
ing at Chicago-Kentucky
Makes Splendid Shoeing.
Chicago, June 15.-Opponents of
the antrinjunction plank announced
thie afternoon they have persuaded
leaders to omit such a declaration
from the platform. The executive
council of the American Federation
of Labor completed the planks it
wants incorporated. Including the
anti-injunction plank, and will pre-
sent same to the resolutions commit-
tee tomorrow. They will carry the
fight to the convention floor through
friendly delegates if turned down in
committee. The Indiana delegation,
after caucus. indicated that Fair-
banks was willing to accept the 'Vice-
presidency. Man) take this as a so-
lution to a tioublesome question.
Roosevelt boomers are reported to
have selected Senator Borah, of
Idaho, to nominate the president.
New York delegates caucused and
decided to vote for Hughes on first
ballot. They are working hard for
Sherman for vice-president. 'Massa-
chusetts acucused and voted to sup-
port Governor Gilbert for vice-presi-
dent.
Willgton Boom Grows,
Chicago, June I5.-The boom for
Governor Willson. of Kentucky, for
vice-president is gaining ground. The
Kentucky delegation is determined
to support him. The fight between
'Ernest and Fisher Is growing
stronger. Both sides claim victory.
Pitteburg. June 15.-- Ranks which
lost $750.4.00 within the, seer through'
dishonest employes hey. organised
private Bertillon system for clerks.'
They will keep photographs, tueas- F'sir toneeht. Tuesday part* Amid
arentents and reeerds of Pltlpiwpwa reel efterge•i itighest
Th .lerk ,re ferious but helpless. ye.terstn). 77; li.weat tfidzrre s 
itoorievelen Choice.
Washington. June 15.e-lt is re-
ported on highest authority. that
Rooseve.t wants either Dolliver or
Governor Cummins. of Iowa, for
vice-president. It Is said this word
.was sent from Chicago to Iowa.
Vice-Preaklent lel Talk.
Chicago, June 15-The drift to-
day seems toward Fairbanks for eke
president. Dolliver. Of 101111, is the
most talked of, but his. friend. at
home oppose his nomination because
of chaotic 00ttt1,,sl
FIST FIGHT IN THE
DENVER CONVENTION
Glenwood, Col.. June I5.-A fight
started in the Democratic state con-
vention over the seating of a con-
testing delegation from Denver. May-
or Speer and former Senator Patter-
son are opposing leaders. Ruth Bry-
an Leavitt, one of the contested dele-
gates, took no part in the fight.
MISSOURI CITIES
SUFFER HEAVILY
FROM BIG FLOODS
St. 1,011iti, June 15.-The Missis
sippi has risen a foot since Saturday.
North St. Louis is partially flooded,
and mars railroad tracks submerged.
The yards -have been practically alien
doned. East St. Louth+, Granite City,
Venice and Madison suffered severely
Al! along the Missouri the flood has
caused the greatest damage. The
stream is mi:es wide at many points.
The loss is estimated at hundreds of
thousands. Two foot further rise is
predicted before Thursday.
and he may be eliminated. Many
protegee against Dolliver are coming
train German-Americans and "Per-
sonal rights" leaguers who remember
Dolliver's stand in the senate for pro-
hibition legislation. New York dele-
gates are backing Sherman and may
land the nomination. The question
is still unsettled. Texas announced
the following committee appoint-
ments-. ereden Oa le, W. J. A. Smith;
resolutions, Charles W. Ogden: na-
tional committeeman. Cecil A. Lyon.
Fight Anti-injunction Plank.
Chicago, June 1+5.-A strong fight
Is to be made against the anti-injunc-
tion plank in the platform. Speak:r
eallt1011 has retuaped- and Is leading
opponents of the plank. He says he
will appear personally before the res-
olutions committee if there is any
danger of the plank being accepted.
Paul Morton. former secretary of the
navy, arrived this morning and IS
opposing the plank. He also wants
declarations menacing to railroads
(Continued on Page Four.)
. J. F. CLARK INJURED
J. F. Clark. an employe of the
m ot res miracle was struc
car No. 95 near Fifth street and
Broadway Sunday morning at 12:45
o'clock. and received a serious scali
injury. He had started across Broad-
way with a tray containing two din-
ners, when he ran into the side of the
moving tar, smashing the tray and
knocking him to the street. (Spec-
tators said Clark struck the car the
third seat from front and 'probably
was ssoking backward when he start-
ed across. He rooms over the saloon
on North Fourth street and will not
be long confined by his accident.
FIVE MILES- OF STEEL RAILS FOR C. & P.
INTERURBAN SHIPPED HERE THIS WEEK
Grading Contractor Will Be
Hors is Pew Days to Begin
Work On Road.
Five mlles of steel rails will be
shipped probably this week from
Pittsburg by river to Paducah for the
Paducah and Ohio River Interurban
railway company. Simms Bros.. who
',cured the contract for grading the
new electric -line from Paducab to
Cairo, will arrive this week from
Thebes. Ill., with their outfit to begin
wink immediately. They were ex-
pected today but could not get a boat.
J. H. Joilifile. of Indianapolis, the
WEATHER.
civil engineer who will give the
graders the grade for the line, may
arrive tonight. He will go out a dui
or so ahead of the contractors, to lay
out the grade stakes. Work will be-
gin just on the outside of the city
limits, near Terrell's farm, and pro-
ceed to Cairo. The line will parallel
the Illinois Central railroad a distance
of from one to five miles.
PRESIDENT ASKS
INVESTGATION OF
RABIES EPIDEMIC
Washington, June 15 -There is
an epidemic of rabies hers. Presi-
dent Roosevelt demanded an exple-
nation from the district commission-
ers as to what they are doing to pre-
vent • spread of the disease. This
is regarded as a rebuke because dogs
have not been ordered muzzled
BRYAN CLAMS
697 DELEGATES
ARE PLEDGED
Lincoln. Neb., June 15.--At W .1
Brystes office It was annott need I “-
tho that C97 de:exates were pledged
to vote for Style) for the preeld+ nes.
norienation., This is twenteelive mole
than the necessary . two-thirds ma-
ty.
POWERS GIVEN
OVATION ALONG
ROUTE HOME
Addresses His Old Friend's in
Court [louse at Barbour-
ville on Arrival.
Lauds Them for 1Vork Nee
In His Behalf.
PARDONS 5..1 -.1: siHOOTING.
Bar bourirville, Ky.. June 15 -
The tteaas that Caleb Powers had been
pardoned by Gov. Willem spread rap-
idly through the country and large
crowds collected at the stations of
Pennington Ocaps. Middlesboro. Pine-
ville and other points through %tech
the train passed yesterday. Mr. Pow-
ere reaehed out the window of the
Pullman and shook hands with theu-
sande of friends.
At Artemus, where Powers used to
live, the train was met by a commit-
tee of one hundred and fifty citizens.
The crowd here was the largest that
ever welcomed any person to Bar-
boursville.
Friends hurried him in a carriage,
where his mother and sister were
waiting to receive him, and the pro-
cession started for the court bowie,
headed by the braes band, that plays
ed a stirring march.
Mr. Powers was noticeably affect.
ed. Aged women, who knew him as
a boy, old men, who knew him as
Caleb, joined in the cheering all the
way to the courthouse.
A committee escorted Mr. Powers
Into the court house, and within a
few minutes the large room was
packed. Here Mr. Powers delivered
an address, principally lauding his
old friends for their loyalty and ex-
plaining the causes that led to his ar-
rest, con.vIctioe and pardon
Hie said in part:
"This demonstration can mean but
one thing; that those among whom I
have been born and reared, those
:bat have had an opportonity to know
me better. and Choi* who know me
better than any other people on the
. want to say and-do
say to all the world that yoe disbe-
lieve .and repudiate the foul charges
brought against my fair name "
tehtesting at 4`attletehuirg.
Catlettsburg, Ky., June Li. Bruce
Lee, member of a prominent family,
ellaiming descent from the old family
of Lees. In Virginia. shot and in-
stantly killed Harry Scott. colored.
and seriously wounded John Gallo-
way. a white man, and James Shock-
ey, another negro, about 6 o'clock
Saturday evening. The shooting is
said to have been the hasty outcome
of a dispute arising over the pardon
ef Caleb Powers and James Howard.
Galloway was struck by a stray Slot
as Lee WAN shoottng to hit the neeroes
Lee is in the,connty jail and re-
fuses to say much concerning the
tragedy.
•••••=111.•...
Howard Meets Wife.
Louisville. June l6.-Jim Hew-
ard's wife and children arrived Imre
Ole morning from Manchester. It
was a joyful reunion.
MEDICAL SOCIETY
'Summer sessions for the Mc-
Cracken County Medical society will
begin at Metropolis lake tomorrow.
The doctors will go down on the
Dick Fowler and Cewling, and some
may go In gasoline boats to spend
the day in the woods, where a barbe-
cue dinner-will be served. Papers on
summer diseases we': be rend by the
doctors and it will be made a day of
profit as well as of pleasure
THE PEN'S GREAT VOTING
CONTEST.
1 VOTE FOR.
Dist No 
PostoMeo 
Street No. 
y 1400M
• .410 4,41.
This ballot when erollefili
11 ,1.41 oust and brought or malted
to the Contest Deybetsseist ef
The Ana will eouat U tete
vote.
VOID AFTER JVNE
M1
Mr 1'11)1 (..‘11 1 1A1Nr. ‘-4 "T MoNliti JUNE in. vwflit
PLAYS PART OF
POTIPHAR'S WIFE
Crluriinal Assault Wu Spirit-
ual. Not Physical.
us, ',mil %% 1 ni.01 lama Mall Elltelt
COVelatlf11 1•• It•4••••111 ‘1.••rill.-
Plead, I•tsilt‘.
I WWII MS
AMERICAN LEAGITg.
Blanding. -
Claim. W. L. PIA
Chesil° 29 20 .592
Cleveland  26 22- .600
St. Louis 2S 23 .5-49
Detroit  21; 23 .5-31
New York 23 26 .4Ia
Philadelphia ..  23 .4119
Roston 24 29 .4:.3
Washington  1s 31
•••• At St. Louis.
Beore: R I
AKAGGS, NEW PROPHET. St. 1.011k ... 4 11 7
Boston   to it3
Batteries- Petty. Batley and Steph-
ens: Young and Criger.
▪ Feet ankle Ark.. June I.5.-Ellja't
Skaggs. who claims to be the prophet
• lJab, come to do away with the
second death. was put 011 triak loony
for criminal sesaeft on Mrs. Margsre
Taylor. one of his followers. At r.
preliminary hearing he pleaded guilty
Mrs. Taylor gave details of the at,-
Ranh and produced a torn garm,e4.
which she said was the work of
Skaggs.
To the utter amazement of the
community, Mrs. Taylor today testi-
fied that the criminal assault charged
was spiritual, and not physical; that
she herself tore the garment, and that
her complaint was in response to a
hisvenant entered into between her
had Mugu's, ndev •srhIch he Was to
plead guilty and be hanged, that he
might again rise 'the third day and
ledeem the world. filetegs swore to
Ike same effect and maintained that
belted only criminally swooned Mrs.
Ttliyk•r in his heart, and was therefore
itAilty and should be hanged
Reasons for Recanting.
He explained his plea of uot guilty
by saying that if they would hang
him he was ready, but as they were
Dot going to hang him be did not
want to be sent to the penitentiary.
The court scene was intensely dra-
Static and the lentils was heightened
when Mrs. Taylor was ordered into
the custody of the sheriff on the
charge of perjury.
The indications are that the jury
will acquit, the court charging that
It must ignore the testimony taken
at the preliminary hearing and con-
sider only that given before the jury.
Mrs. Taylor is spending the night in
, the county jail, and appears proud of
what she calla bee martyrdom result-
ing from the carnal sight of the
prosecuting attorney.
Malaria Makes Pale Sickly Children.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LBW CHILL TONIC, drives out ma-
laria and builds up the system. For
grown people and children, 60c.
•
ash Members Extend Thanks,
The members of the fed -rated
4/Iths et Paducah. the NVornan's club,
a • • Iphie, Magazine. Kalosophic
and Matinee Musical clubs and the
association. wish to - express
NNW- thanks and appreciation for
the =Sty courtesies shown thtm dur-
ing the federation meeting, to :tile
following parties; Rey. J. R. Henry,
use of Kentucky Avenue Presbyter-
ian calumet, the Woman's club, Mr.
W. C. Malone. use of Casino, Mr. V.
Riedbead, manager traction company,
use of cars, the Automobile club and
Mr. Dan Fitzpatrick for his courteous
management of the ride, Behtnaus
Bros., plants and flowers, C. L. Brunt
sou & company. flowers for Mrs.
Riker. The Sun and News-Democrat
for hi paper. each per day and the
Pram In general. Mr. S. D. Sinnott
and-the Palmer Hotel company, C. H.
Rieke k Sous and Pets & Rubel, bolts
of bunting, Messrs. D. L. Wilson, R.
A Clements, F. V. D44111•St, of Kleby'e
for post cards, and Messrs. Ad Reich
arid John Oehlechlaeger use of post
card holders, J. P. Sleeth, blank book
and pencils. Mr. Leak.. Thompson
sign. P. E. Stutz. tute. of baskets, G.
W. Robertson ice, and Englert &
lkyant, for courtesies shown purchas-
ing committee.
MRS. C. M. POST,
k. MRS. MUSCOE BURNETT,
MS.' A. R. m EYHI113.
Commit tee.
The Woman's club wishes to offer
its most grateful thanks to Messrs.
Frank Wahl, C. C. Lee, Kelly & Cm-
bough and Mr. Anderson for the
beautiful work done !tt papering the
club !loupe. Through their genet-not-
ify It has been tranefertned by the
artfetie beauty and finish of its in-
terior, anti the elnb will hike pleasure
in placing a placard in each room
showing by whom the work was done.
The club also wishes to thank the
Retail Merchants' negotiation for pa
paring a L. Rhodos for
a set of steins. the Delphic, Magazine
and KalosopITITTibs for seven dozen
forks, Captain, J. E. Williamson
for arranging stone seats In the yard.
and Messrs. C. I.. Brunson and
Schroalis Bros. for flower beds.
MRS. MARY G. PALMER.
MRS. E. G. BOONE •
', MRS A. R. MEYERS,
Committee.
One little mistake in a drug store
Stay cause more trouble than two
Stills in a china shop.
A Happy Mother
will see that her baby Is properly
cared for-to do this a good purga-
tive is 'Many babies stif-
fer from worms and their mothers
don't know it- if your baby fe.er-
Nth and doesn't sleep at nights, it if
troubled with worms. White's cream
termifuge will clean out these
Storms ia • mild, pleasant way. Once
trios always used. Clive It a trial.
Price 25 cents. Sold by J 11. Gehl-
. lithlager. Lang bros., C 0, Ripley.
At Chill's°.
Score: It H E
Chicago  5 C 0
New York  4 It 2
Batteries. --- Smith and Manuel;
Walsh, Sullivan, Lake and KItinow.
At Detroit.
Score RHE
Detroit 3 3 2
Philadelphia • .. ..... 5 8 2'
Batteries - Salisbury. flevidson.
Rigelins and Wilson, Ray, Pipet and
Nieman.
A MEMCA N AS.4 •IATION.
At Tilled°.
Toledo 
Mintle,tpolls ...... .
.tit
Louisville 
Kansas City 
:Milwaukee
Indianapolis
.t• i mak ee.
Milwauk,ie
Indianapolis
Second (;ante.
1
Oolumbw..
Columbus  4
$t. Paul   1
sATURDAY'S RESULTS.
Nat tonal League.
Boston. 5 : Pittaburg. 3.
Blookl”). 3; St. Louie. 4.
Philadelphia. 0; Chicago. 1.
New York, 3; Cincinnati. 2. (Ten
Innings.).
American League.
Detroit. 2; Philadelphia, 1.
Cleveland, 1; Washington, 0.
Chicago, 5; New York. 1.
St. Louis, 5; Boston, G.
American Amociatkos.
Toledo. 4; 'Minneapolis. 3. Ten in-
nings.
Indianapolis. 7i; Milwaukee. 2.
Louisville. 4. Kansas City. I.
• Cohimbus. 4; St. Paul. 11.
(Itallent LAW to plidseswille.
Gullett's Pratt, lost to the FishA
fT11 e team Saltufday by a score of 2..
to 4. Ford and Mercer were the bat-
tery for this Prazts. while Trentham
and emery did a like stunt for the
Ft** rville.
There Are Pew
people who knew how' to take care'
of themselves-the majority do not.
The liver is a most important organ
le the body. Herisine will keep It
lb condition. V. C. Simpkins, Alba.
Texas, writes: "I have used Her-
bine for Chills and Fever and end it
the best medicine I ever used. I
would not be without it. It is as
good for children as it is for grown-
up people, and I recommend It. It
is fine for IA Grippe." Sold by J.
H. Oehleehlageo. Lang Bros.. C. 0.
Ripley.
INJURY MADE HIM THIEF.
Preeident Itoowyelt rarebits. De-
mented Wow of Rich Railroader.
Weak i egt on .1 u ne I 1.- Prewiden t
Roosevelt today pardoned fir James
D. Eewleston, son of lames Eggles-
ton, president of the Pacific. Retirees
company, and widely known railroad
man of Nen York. who was convicted
at Denver for counterfeiting and sen-
tenced to ten years' imprisonment._
Eggleston is confined at SU Elisa-
beth's hospital for the insane in this
city. He will be delivered to his
father and placed by the latter in •
Private sanitarium for treatment and
observation.
When 12 years old. Eggleston,
then a bright and prepossing lad, lost
a leg and had his skull fractured in
an aes- iident. His disposition was
changed and he became morose and
viciously inclined. All that wealth
could do to overocinte tht• tendency
waa done by his father.
He was privately educated and
traveled exteMilvely in this eOuntry
and abroad. He attended the Her-
veet M.elleal school and wes given a
flnlehing course abroad. l4)s1eltrnt'41
rapidly enough and a bright future
seemed In store for him.
Upon his return to this country
he settled hi DenVer and started to
practice medicine. He wee soon ar-
rested by secret service °Seers and
In his room were found a photograph
of a ten-dollar bill and a platter•parts
mold of I silver dollar.
"Do you know that your chickens
COMP over into my garden?" -1
thought they must be doing that "
"Why did you think so?" "Because
they never come baek"--Oleteeland
Leader.
•
lista of men Sr. so contrary that
they would softie. to take whiskey if
the doctor preseribed it.
r-s"' • -"res. ••‘•*--••• 1
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As is our custom each year, we inaugurate our Annual Clearance Sale in our Carpet Section.Thc prices which we quote are put at such a low figure that it means a quick disposal
of all our surplus stocks in a very short time. We nevtr stop to Consider profit when we start
a clearance sale. We must make room for the fresh new goods which are already beginning to
arrive. We must always start the season with new styles, new, clean 'stocks, And we take
away all idea of profit to reach this end. Comc early and secure first choice. .* . , • .*
•
•
`Carpets
30c Sultana reversible Carpets, sells at 25c
40c Union Ingrain Carpet, sells at  - 32c
55c Half Wool Ingrain, sells at - 45c
70c Best All Wool, dells at 59c
70c Four patterns good Brusseli, sells at 55c
85c Eight patterns Busters, sells at 66c
$1.10 Eight patterns Wool Velvet, sells at goc
$1.20 Seven patterns beet Velvet, sells at $ 1 .00
dpeep.,1 Ten patterns best Velvet in length
for room size rugs, your choice
for 85c
.Sindian guge
a.
Two sizes Navaja Rugs.
$3.25 for Rugs
rth, .. $5.00
$5,25 for Rugs
worth . $8.50
Just the thing for the hall
or den.
100 Xemnant
gugs
1 1-2 yards long,
fringed; choice of
all grades
$1.00
Vurtains
goc For all Lace Curtains which sell at 25
$ 1 . 10 For all Lace Curtains which sell at $1 50
$1,35 For all Lice Curtains which sell at $2.00
$ 1 .65 For all Lace Curtain* whiztt sell at $2 SO
$2.s .61 O For all Lace Curtaint which sell at $3.00 
For all Lace Curtains which tell at $350
$3.00 FRI- all Lice Curtains which sell at $4 00
$3.60 For all Lace Curtains which tell at $5110
• Five patte rnt very stylish Lace Cur-pg tams whic:h sell at $5.50 to
$6 SO for - -   - -
Rope 9ortiers
95c For Rope Portiers worth $1 SO
$1.35 For Rope Portiers worth $2.00
$1,98 For Rope Portiere worth $3 00
$3.25 For Rope Portiere worth $4 SO
$4.50 For Rope Portiers worth W50
$5.00 For Rope Portiere worth $8.50
gugs
dummer Vurtains
Soft pretty silk and cotton
Curtains in light weight for
summer draperies.
$2.26 For Curtail%
worth,'_.$350 
$2.75 For Curtains
worth  $4.00
9x12 Brussels Rugs, worth $15.00, for
9x12 Brussels Rugs, worth $13.50, for
9x12 Velvet Rugs, worth $22,50, for..
9x12 Axminster Rugs, worth $25. for
9x12 Axminster Rugs, worth $27.50, for
9x12 Body Brussels Rugs, tvorth.$30.00, for
9x12 Wilton Velvet Rugs, worth $45.00, for
9x12 French Wilton Rugs, worth $55, for
%pg
$12.50
10.95
16.50
17.95
21.75
23.75 •
33.85
44.50
75 tot
Stools
Made of fine Vel-
vet Carpet, worth
up to 7k; choice
30c
Dotted Swiss, Plain and figured Denims, Taffeta Cloth, Curtain Scrim, Curtain Madras,
Plain and Figured Rep for upholstering, Tapestries, Silk Madras, Mercerized
Armures, plain and colored Nets, Table Covers, Stlkolines, Curtain Lawns, etc.
9orch 04ades
•. -.44
5x8 Bamboo Shade '
8x8 Bamboo Shade .. _$1.25
818 Painted Bamboo $ 1 .50
,
Vudor
9ore. k Strada
and
Xammocke
sfll colors
24a4;ngs
121c For all Kattingt worth
15t For all Mattioio
18c For all Maniocs worth _ 2foc
25c For all Mattings worth ._ 3k
I* •
•
•
•
i•
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4
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Au Annual i)ent=== Ane 'clearance Jak
Sale
Segins
9 'O'clock
Wednesday and Aursdaq
tune 17 and Ane )3
Sale
lasts
;Iwo Sags
%VEDNESDAY, June 17th, we inaugurate our Annual June Silk Clearance Sale. Our silk sales are looked forward to as an event by the buying publicof Paducah and its vicinity, and this year you will find better and more choice silks than we have ever put forward. Embracing our entire live ofsilks, which includes Naha, both plain and all colors; Taffetas, plain and fancy; Fancy Foulards, Messaline Satins, flack Taffetas, Silk Grenadinee, all themost choice quality and immense assortment of patterns, priced regardless of cost for these two days.
Each year at this time we take this method of deaning up our silk stock, giving two days alone to silks at prices which generally clean them up in oneday. Of course, at these prices they.mean CASH and, owing to the crowds that attend our silk sale, we are unable to take telephone orders.
Whether you need a silk dress now or not, you can afford to buy at these prices and hold for future use, and you can't afford to miss this GREATSILK BUYING OPPORTUNITY.
Sale begins at 9 o'dock Wednesday morning. Be one of the first in order to obtain the choice of the entire selection.
$1.00 Slack Yaffetas 69e
Five pieces guaranteed Black Taffeta Silk, 36 and 32
inch, regular $1.00 valn6, at
59c Youlards and Silks 39e
regular p
15 nieces Colored Fou'ards, brown, black, blue and green,
polka dot petttrna, rier 59of °Wee 
$1.00 and 35e Values 49c
69c
All colored Neasaline Satins, $1 to 59e value; all colored Fancy
Taffetas, s5c value; Faney colored Foulards, srte
vulne-
e,..
 49c
25 Waist patterns of Fancy Silk, in colors and stripes,
five yard lengths, originally told at gaff 9riee
$5.00 to $8.00, we offer at 
Altsilk remnant lengths one yard to three, four ▪ and five
in all colors; silk remnants from our entire spring sell-
ing of silks, we offer these
at   "Calf 9riee
ii1I $a1e
$1.40 to $1.00 Values 69c
Blue, brown, whiter, navy plain Rajah Silk, 85e value; Fancy
Taffetas, all colors, sold at 51 40 to 61, and all Plain i9cTaffetas, Mc value, specially priced at
$1.50 and $1.00 Values 79c
Fancy Rajah Silks, former price $1.25; solid color Rajah,. -
lar price 111. Fancy Taffetas, regular price $1.50 to
$1.00 value
$1.40 Values 9e
Fancy Messalins Vonlard in plain or stripe patterns, for
dressy party gowns, $1.40 value
Henry Clews' Banking Letter
Nts Yolk, June 15. Mee-Br-
eent developments hate beefl. iof
natierally favorable eharactet. The
&eel, pie...idles a Miliona; conven-
tion. which reports fit') perform leueh
finalteitant duties as nominating the
roast plesident and issuing a parts'
p'atfotas, not use:10y a petiod of
mutat al;ivity la the stock tuarket.
It Is now full% expeetted that Mi
Taft we, Is caescn a• the Ri publi-
can candidate. 'hat he stands
good chem.. of eleellea. and that the
new platform. shilp it all; endorse
the. Roseaelt sill not IN de
pscrsirigl :mike! It new, be
the market has dread faliy (Be-
te sinned these expeetat Ions; for
prices are quite high enough consid-
ering wenelai eonditions, and any
further prent-taking. These has al-
ready been errosiderable unloading of
*locks market leaders; blot' It miry
Probate:, suit their purposes to carry
prices still higher. and the result's- of
the etmlieuilon. If to their liking.
could easily be used as a niterns of
stimulating aetirit).- On the other
hand. the market la technically !n a
Cr sensitive condition, and unfavor- 1
able. news either from the polltiral
:world or regarding the growing crops
'ought preelpitate'-a sharp res-
ection In view of the big rise which
has aireads taken place. The fact.
also. that' two of the most important
deal. in 'the market have been sue-
cersftally consummated-the Penn-
pelvania-and the Union Pacific loans
--rxmoves an important etlenteni of
11111p011 which has been accorded by
prominent banking interest..
The Money market continues ex-
.1-optionally easy. both at home and
abroad; the diminishing activity in
trade and speculation the world over
twins, of course. responstble for Ms
condition. Gold exports have. been
I heekkd and have failen much below
the aggregate at one time expected.
The European banks are generally
In good condition, and are being
further strengthened by the lenge
Ileitis of gold 'from South Africa. the
production in that quarter being on
an unprecedented scale. The :oral
money market I. sufficiently ple-
thoric to be comparatively independ-
e.nt tif future demands. On July arid
dividend and Interest payments ag-
Wasting Ileurl, $180,0011,000 will
have to be provided for. In July
al•,, the treasury hue some Important
problems to meet. Owing to the"
Woe lag natioaal dabelt it is possible
that the governinent's, deposits ini
banks may he salfhdriletwo to the eg-;
tent of about $30.000,000. The guy-
inment will aiso have to provide for
0134.uotellno of Spaalith war bundle
which will shortly ertakre. aVr well
for $14.toon,noto :1 per cent certifi.
elite& e operations in ronnee-
MIMS* aserneert-a ,ipV
IMO Aire c 1 of
fe!a11 ii 10 the money
market somewhat compiicated. - Fa-
der pressi.nt condit on. however. they
are not likely to cause any disturb-
ance in toe*! money rates.
The one feature of encouragement
which no stands out more promi-
neut:‘ than al: oteers is the crop out-
look. Present indications point to
large crops of all the important
staples. Cotton, wheat and hay are
garb tette:JP:I in high condition. and
with larger acreage the. promise is!
a!most certain as to a big yield. The
thige summer Months are frequently
polio& of eitaerioratiern; bur. allow-
log for these usual declines. ottr
crops at.' still sure to he heavy . -Roth
winter add spring wheat are In ex-
ec/lent tendition. and the outlook,
according to t/01119 authoritiea. is for
a clop of about 7410,no9.004) bushels.
or the second largest on record. Big
oat and hay crops at.' lelkO almost
14.1 tamD. Meneover. there is an un-
usual alseence of intory le. insects.
and the wound- has bee'n' ao well
maturated as to Make damage from
Smith or hot winds much more re-
mote than usual. Corn Is late: there-
fore somewhat uncertain. This 'is
our most important crop; but. as the
✓oe is generaliy in good eonditiona. a
few weeks of hot weather would
quickly compensate for present back-
sardness. and there Is no oecasion
as yet for any 11:wasines. in this tic
'peat. Last year. It w`11 be reuse'''.
beted. the crop was late, neverthe-
less the yield was eseeptionallY
beefy. Our farmers. therefore. are
piactictify stare of another profit-
ate year, since prices are high and
there are no surplus supplies. This
rr, the I' hi.,f basis for t ir licompi 0-
iws!n• optitniami of Hire west, which
I (wtracts so pleaspney with the de-
piession stil: hanging over the ellrt-L
One satisfactory- feature of the
week was the reduction in the prices
of iron and sitee: This step should
have beren taken long ago; the rigid
refusal to recognize (banged toast-
ni 99 ( Una it :INIS IOC i Ilg not 0:11Y very.
poor Judgment, but deeldediy-_bni
buslnesa polls). The only critielsns
to be tine. Wiade is that the cut war
not suMcien ly deep. Buyers fuliy
appreciate this fact, and will aimply
hold off until convinced that battom
has becn reached. Values are still so
.high and unsetiled as to restrain new
business. and a stimu:ant is abso-
:web- needed in the shape of bottom
prices. Aircad% some of the inde-
pendents are making deep ruts under
the United States steel eorporatiqn:
creating a feeling of tineertainty
when might have Men avoided had
the steel trnst squarely net the sit-
uation by promptly VOILlitip down to
bed-rook fixtures. The reeent "hold
up" policy wag injurions from ail
sIandpoluts. It was politically foe:-
ash. eeonontleally unsound and eon.-
meicially injurious. • Nothing has
done so much toward delaying a
prompt recovery In business as the
defiance of the ineradicable.-eaw
hupply and demand by the various
combinations which have endeavored
to displace competition by artificial
regulation. Nelms; laws may be
held In abeyance for a time. but the
penalty for such mistakes invariable
operates upon the community with
the astute' certainty as the laws of
gravitation.
General business shows an Unpinn-
ing tendency. Confidence is gaining
steadily: and. while - summer may
prove a period of quiet. there is well
XI:minded hope that with .a good bar
vest, and with political uncertainties
out of the way, the volnine of trade
Me mot la! services were 7 held a'
e centetery Sunday after-
town by the thtee, local lodge. of
Odd Fo'Ile- It was the ennui.] it. r.
vier In memory of the brothers who
died in the last year, and was etre rd-
ed to hundiedi of persons. mally of
whom were not members oi the
lodges. To the. strains of the...roe:ire
tuners: mit rhea. the membe-s Who
had gatheted at the Three Links
building. marched_ to the cemetery.
where the program was carries.' out.
An open:tig ode was given by the
ledge, followed la, Prayer b, the
chaplain. .1 S. Warren read the
Memorial pioclamatiOrt and the band
played ANeare. MN God to Then."
. show steady improvement in the
coming fall and winter menthi. As
for the stiwk market. moderate flue-
Dilations may be anticipated. No seri-
ous breaks is probable: -nor Is a
slialp advance likely at this time
when faiorabie elements have been
2.41 iui discounted. Very shortly
buying in anticipation of the July
investment demands will be in order.
Satisfactory results at the Chicago
conveetion eottid also help the mal.
but the possitsflity of politica,
eeares should not be overlooked.
HENRY CLEWS.
The memoria, address was delivered
1 ,9 Mben 'Barkley. after Whirls the
1otraves of the I. 0. 0. F. lot seia.
!decorated by the Rebekifits. C. ,F.
'Yates read the names of the deceased
brothers. ;which were:
Mangum Lodge. No. 21-Thomas
W. Brandon. A. L. Carson. S. Marsh.
Henry S. Louis. Todd Hobbs, Frank
Eanger. II1jtI Hart's. Joseph E.
;Mason. Edward Clark. T. T. Clark.
'James C. Alleock. Francis M. Band.
!Charlet; 0. Burch. Francis D. Fleece,
James M. Glass, Nat F. Harmon,
Henry Hetibe. Paul Lelaner, J. M.
Wilkins, John Niehaus. James E.
Phelps. James I.. Robertson, Fred
Seamon. John V Tabseott, Charles
Williams. John V. Amen, John A.
Futrel:. Fred Fahlbrush. C. C.
Ureary, William Greif. Max Hefner.
sion.icEs mon 1,,ELLows Mike Kreutzer, Charles B. Malkin..
I.% k L. 
Charles Nlehaus. R. H. Riggin. LouieI 4:1{(1% 
Rudolph. Calvin C. Smith. Martha!!
'L. Cooper.,-H. E. Turner. Alex W11-
-oa. Janwil P. Birchett, Jacob Christ,
tAnnual service arrell. Francis Greif,s
paiteui ‘1,.mber. itt.id By the I Frank Grimm. Adam-Hennebergere-
C lehars F. Kothelmer. Adam Neff.restersueln4^.
William Nolen. Charles Robinson.
Fred Schroeder. Harry Snotedet•
Robert 0. Walsh, Phillip D. Yeiser.
P. W. Rogers, T. P. Carter and L.
Cothran.
Ingleside Lodge. No. 19S-R. I..
Gilbert, H. C', Allison, G. W. Rat-
--. M. Armetead; J. M. Bigger.
P. G. N.: Weston-H. Bryan, Daniel
Forshee. E. R. Jones, Dr. Thomas
Rivers, John W. SauneetH. H. Stev-
ens: Ross P Ware. W. H. Wills.
Delete J. Bather. Mlit Ingram. George
A. Wright. Thomas J. Ashbrook.,
Con P. Cloud. W. H. Henry. John
Ronan. Matthew Shaw, Z. C. Tansel,,
Edwin 'K. Wilson. Ira B. Wolff, I. if.
Rodgers. Charles Bacbinan. James
Polk Brooks. E. J. Holland, WIlliatu
Porteous. W. Y. Griffith. B. M. Grif-
fith. G C. Plummet Dr. Reuben
MEMORIAL
____IIIIIIMMIMIDTP111 11111•111111111M
Saunders. Janos B 8:peth. A. .1. ertson. Sam Brinkley, Lea .1. Taxon.
Veal, P. G. M.: George W. Wilcox. R. 1'. Nelsen and D L 1111hIlins
J. C. Tully. J. L. Powell, W. E. .4u- Mactaatrabarg 1r. /fp. ] S -
=ow, W. H. Houseman. T. M. Rob- D. B. Sills and J. L. C17.0.
The new
ideas in  
straws for 44ftese
the best yet. Knox
and Ludlow lave
set the pace for
style and quality
and it's a wain
one. There's a striking atsemblagt 'of *-
fined new blocks in both the Yacht *ad
Negligee models,' notably the "pencil
edge," featured by Knox and Ludlow, too.
Lardliose
$3.“
4 •
Knox
t4 and $5
Othor Goad Melees
$1 and more
See the Interior
Duplay.r.
C.
• V
• Pr
ag
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WALLACE PARK CASINO
. Presents All This Week and Next
THE HUTT N-BAIILEY STOCK, COMPANY
The Largest and Best Popular Priced Company On the 'Road•
TONI01-IT'S BILL:
'A Gambler of the West"
Doors open 7:* Curtain Rises 8311. Pertormence every night resonates et *either. Tabs ihrushvey Cars
20361
Paducah Sun-
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11111. OM. PITMEMIBING COWART.
11111111111iseasrao.
IIL MillIR. Predates*.
IPAIPPOIL General laasagee.
SPEMP011 at like poetedlice at Padasak.
elks as woad slam smatter.
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MOMMY, JUNE IS.
pMECULATION STATEMENT.
re' May-1908.
• r.4640 16  4769
C.. —4497 18 4813
4 4501 19 4834
I -- -war - 20 4847
•
I 
:1545 21 4874
 4562 22 4870
44635 22 4874
• 4614 25 4858
11 4635 26 4853
12 4660 27 4813
12 4668 28 4S27
14 4704 29 4856
 4745 30 4871
Total . 12283$
Average for May. 1908 4725
Average for May, 1907  :1972
Increase .  753
Personally appeared before me, this
Zane S. 19.08. R. I). MacMillen, burl-
iness manager of Tbe dun. who affirms
that the above statement of the cir-
culation of The Sun for the month of
May, 1902, is true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.
My commission expires January
IL 1912. PETER PURTEAR.
Notary Public.
Daly Tboastbt.
'lien of mettle turn disappoint-
ments into helps as the oyster turns
Into pearl the sand which annoys it.-
ROOSEVELT'S CROWN INC FEAT.
Americans are beholding in the
nomipation of Secretary Taft for
president. a more wonderful sight
than they are generally aware of.
President Roosevelt counted his
great majority in 1904 as a remark-
ab:e trtbute to his popularity, but the
accomplishment of his purpose to
have Taft nominated to carry out his
policies, is a far greater test of his
hold on the people.
In the ordinary course of eves's.
Taft might not have been selected
' by the party as Roosevelt's successor.
because Taft is not a dyed-in-the-
wool politician, and the convention
left in the hands of the regular party
workers. naturally would have turned
toward some conspicuous partisan.
But the president has gauged Die
'Realism at this time in the country.
more accurately than they. as he has
done on every occasion since he
came into °See. Roosevelt under-
stands the American people as few
public men of today do. ?and when
the ballots are counted next Novem-
ber. It will be found that his judg-
ment Old not err in the selectir of
Taft, any more thee it did in the
*election of his great administration
policies.
There is only one possibiiity of
Bryan being elected, and that Is for
the Republican party to abandon the
position into which the president had
advanced it. If this position Is main-:
talned, and of this there is no doubt.:
Bryan will have no Issue with the
Republican party: lie has substan-
Dilly indorsed the administration
f
and the things he stands for which
Roesevelt does not, are questions
which the people will not (-onsidet at
this period.
Taft will run well, however. prin-
cipally from psychologleal reasons.
The conntry is in a relaxed state now
We are distinctly wearied with ei
posers!s and muck-raking, and the
whole nation Is ready to turn its at-
tention once more to great construc-
tive operations. This change in
mood does not mean a reaction in;
the sense that the people want to re-
vert to past corrupt conditions. They':
simply want the alone policies car-
ried out Without the Intense strain,
and emotion that characterized the
last eight years. Such methods were
essential then.
Bryan typifies the mood that is
Paring. Taft' typilles the mood of
today. which oombines a thorough-
going hestility to business corrule
, floe, with quieter and less theatrical
misdkolls eraccomplahment. In this
is found the secret of Booseep!rs
athility to Hamster his populaill% to
over the whole United Owe- and
another . soda's , shoulders. To look'
leek Out the one man who nearest
.allaroaches the needs of the people
will be counted by history as Rootte-
weirs greatest political art ley
FLAG DAY IS
OBSERVED BY
CITY OFFICERS
Flag Day was obse sed by an un-
usually large number of persons to-
day, considering that it is a new
ceremony. All the fire department
stati.o,og had flags king. as did the
other city , departments and build-
ings. Sergeant C. A. Bake probably
was the person most interested in
the day, and he displayed several
flags from the upper windows of the
New Richmond house. where the
United States .recruiting station is
located.
Flag day was designed to create a
greater reverence for the United
States flag. To this end a stringent
law was passed which forbids the use
of the national flag for advertising
or in any other than a respectful
way. It is not :awful to injure a flag
wautonly whether it Is public or pri-
vate property. At every army post.
fort and other places where the Hag
Is flying. solemn ceremonies will be
observed today and for the soldier
boys it will br fitither intrresting be-
cause chneken and other delicacies
ail he served them for dinner. On
every ho:iday special things are add-
ed to the soldiet's menu. Mayor
Smith today realized his desire to
see flags 11'ng from all munitipal
toti;dings. A
EFFORT TO DEFEAT
Continued from Page One
omitted. Gotopers and other labor
leaders are working equally hard for
the plank aod also to haYe a labor
plank includid.
Delegate% storm lleicssali.
Christie June 15.—The tramp of
convention hosts is now under a a
and Chicago is beginning to throb
with the conftision- and exeite-meet
of arriving throngs, some with bon-
nets and bands and ga3ly uniformed
matchers, others ntade up of state
delsgations with ' their conspicuous
leadets and their cohorts of strong-
lunged followers and shouters.others
with the friends and admirers of the
various presidential candidates, and
mil: others of the curious onlookers
drawn from every section of the
country, including many of the rep-
resentatives of foreign governments.
who have cone- to witness thia. ga-
llon& spectacle.
At: day special and regular trains
have emptied thou-ands of strangers
into this political Meeta. The effect
of this influx is seen in the surging
street crowds, the growing animation
of the choked and smoky hotel lob-
bies, the strains of musts` and the
swell of oratory front some of the
headquarters of candidates, and the
bounteous hospitality which these
neadquarters of candidates are be-
ginning to dispense. And yet, this
foregathering of the Chicago conven-
tion of 1905 has already established
a record fot uuusnal calm and tran-
eni:ID. for, measured by the din and
turmoil, the license; of delirious ex-
citement and the spirit of die-in-the-
last, ditch wiTch has marked some
historic gatherings of the part. this
invading of the delegates and spec-
tators Is a most staid and unemo-
tional body. But it is none the less
an army, with new columns to the
front hourly. and with the prospect
of plent! of hurrah and fireworks
ahead to animate the leaders and
stir_ the blood of the onlookers. A
drizzling rain-Aft night, after a hot.
muggy dec. tended to restrain the
outbursts of enthusiasm. but there is
a promise of good conventite
weather ahead.
Atone Notable At-Deals.
The renters of interest today and
yesterday have been the arriving del-
egations. with mans of the leaders
of cemmicitorts national prominence.
and the headqnarteis of the various
ptesdential candidates. Among the
notable convention Moires to arrive
were Don Cameron. former United
States !senator from Peonsylvania.
who has not attended a national ('on-
vention since the convention of
Igloo: Henry Taft. brother of the
seeretary of war: Senator ()epee,
who eight years ago electrified the
Ptilladelphia couvention with his
speech seconding the norninatiort of
Roosevelt for vice-president; Repre-
sentatives Hers-no Payne. of New
York, chairman of the ways and
means committee of the house of
representatives, alto bears on his
ample shouldson a good deal of the
butden of fittnre tariff revision:
United States Senator Long. of Kan-
sas, 11110 is reputed to bare the 1)01-
liver vire-presideutial boom in cold
storage: James S. Sherman and Tim-
othy 1.. Woodrfiff of New York. both
receptive site-presidential possibili-
ties; ex-Governer Yates, of Illinois,
with his clean shaven, actor-like
face, and a willingneas -to consider
his return to the gubernatorial chair,
and a host of otters notable in the
political world.
Keutacky Slakes Good Mewing,
The Cincinnati Melee club was
given a great ovation. 4Caosas City.
Colorado and Kentucky delegations
also made a great showing. Ti,"
town III frVernOWing with visitors.
Tile tier') quo- triton is giving the
leader. tile greatest concerts. Seam
Bones people doily. a lot of sath- aetl-Taft neve,* are preaching re-
el from Wilting that they are beilion and thioaten bloodshed, The
king. inegroce ousted IP the national coin-
-  imittee suggest orgentling a separate
mai 1P144• averadMatates h's Party wad the •011111Iatlirg of
Mahal graet-mlatake. Yocakar for ,Preelemst•
THE
VANISHING•FLEETS
By
ROY NORTON
iresseets . arefteet brig
(Contioned from last Issue.)
CHAPTER XII.
The Dreadnought Returns.
The failing of the heavens would
have created little more consternation
and excitement in London than the
sight which met the residents' eyes
en the morning following the king's
visit to the Hippodrome The fog
which settled unexpectesily on that
night of June dissipated itself as
stealthily as it had conic, and floated
eut with the dawn. leasing in its stead
a elesr sky And then, as if a rica
disettvery had been made simultane-
ously by thousands instead of one. •
swarm of people. defying the rush of
motors, of omnibuses and - haneonts
debouched rsn the Thames embank.
anent by the stately pile of buildings
where parliament convenes, filled the
roadsteags. Jammed each othio
against the wall, and scorned the
constables, who vainly strove to main-
tain order and uninterrupted fragile
There. resting serenely on the
bosom of the river where in times he
fore Roman ralleys had floated, was
the pride of the British navy. the
Dreadnought.' Neither an officer of
the %%etch, a sailor, nor a marine be-
strode her deekn. Inert and un-
tenanted silent and lifeless, she lay
close by the great glair buildings like
the last sirr%ivor of a defeated army
who had crept home to bring a rennet
of disaster and was resting la the
sharlow of the last refuge. Her un-
masked gums stared wide-eyed and
mournful: from her crippled Mane!'
came no wisp of curling smoke: front
her channels stretched no anchor
chains, and she paid no heed to the
vagaries of the sluggish current; her
prow 'which had defiantly parted so
many Seas was. nosed into the mud in
helplessness; but as an only solace
there floated from her stern the un-
sullied banner of the United King
dont, and whipped as she was she had
come back to her people with colors
still flying.
The miracle of her position was
greater than the marvel of her return.
for above and below that spot on the
river were bridges impassable for •
boat of half ber size, beneath which
tees and other craft were wont to
lower attar jointed stacks. la all the
world there was no known streallin
or mechanical contrivance that could
transport over shallows and bridges
22,540 tons of steel, and then leave
it In this prohibited place. Her. very.
appearance bore mute testimoay of
singular strife. True, she was Intact
to a point flush with the great steel
domes which held her menacing ane
frowning ries. bin her fighting amnia.
her top -rtg, and the limper bands of
her funnel weir. iiveo off as if hy one
devasting line shot taken full abeam
or square astern. The wreckage ef
this hamper had been removed, so
that no debris littered her deserted
decks.
Fur many days of gloom it had been
accepted a? a ;gel rsort nothing but
annihilation could account for the dist-
appesrance of the squadron which had
doggedly sailed away Into the mss-
terious west to vanquish a terrible and
rteknown enemy or moot a glorious
death. Little hope had been •11‘1111111441
as the rioys of h. nee went by that
'Any explanation cl; that defeat might
ice forthcoming or that an,. vessel
tolcht return; and now before Lou
.!0!I a garbs:red pi.;-olace wsi: a grim
C.•III• which roil- added to conjecture
1:1-4/nin, ste,;•ce could the avcret of
this mysterious visitation be learned:
and so the croy..d !watched end walled
boat. %%hose dog distiegulshed her
a, being of the riser patrol. cheyed •
hart from the pulled noisily sofs
the stream against the outgoing tide.1
and circled rotund the leviathan as
though suspecting danger from within.1
tier thi-1 officer. after due caution.
and receiving no response. cairtiouslY
directed her along side, and boarded
the Dreadnuright over the starboard''
quarter. The PVPI rnereasiftx crowd
!Jong the embrini.rnent drew In its
it, in gamy. saillue tot
revelation. t iii',', 'I him shom
low. (here!' ant., leaned forum d.
list••!ting for whati:lier' teslion,e might
be given; but nOlailig 055 heard save
the steady lap of the water and the
farthest synods of early- river trellis
The officer advanced along the deck
to the companionway. rind leaned co
Homely Into it repeating his hall. are'
once more there ells a salt and no,
reply. Ile backed away foon the ea
trance, and hesitated it as vials
that he desired sit nn  hiRote In
wading the precincts of a stricken
cr.oft, and in • moment more he
stepped to this tell. talid a short eon.
you-stilton with those on the decks of
his boat and then waited till be was
joined by others of that fore* that
guard. the Thames. Three rasa
clambered aboard and stood by aim
'WU alter were joined by two others,
who, obeying a low spoken order,
tinned •hemsolves at the head of the
comnentonway The officer and bia
assistautis advanced slowly, stepped
Into the darkness and disappeared
the depths of the battle ship, while the
anapense along the embankment sad
had guar only a shnyt•oav late .the
vessel, They walitslAssi the rah, had
the crowd remained waning. With
British taciturnity they declined to an
ewer any of the envenom which were
shouted in them from the shore.
The little boat swung oft. turned her
nose out into the *Deem and steamed
harriedly away at full speed, bent 01
summoning others of her service; and
in lege than half an hour returned +re-
computed by a small flotilla, which
spread out and stationed its members
ciao up against the sides of the
stranded craft. Another officer of
higher authority joined those wafflers
oa the decks of the Dreadnought, and
led the *ay below, ready- to learn the
worst. lie went as into a plague ship
manned by the dead expecting to meet
nothing but gruesome relics of crag
edy. and prepared for shocking siesta-
From place to place he advanced at
most on tiptoe, and followed by his
companions who stared into darker
writers or glanced -fearfully behind
when the ecturea of their falling feet
!lumped hollowly through the steel
eavern. Once a weird shriek caused
them to spring toward patch other with
nervous fright, and when the ship's
oat came mewing up to Orem, begging
in its animal way for panionshiP-
they looked foolishly at one anothes
like boys who had been startled In the
'midst of ghost tales told Icy a camp
ere in the woods.
Cabin after cabin and wardroom aft
er wardroom was opened and
atearched: but nowhere could be found
Oitit of disturbance or conflict. There
was not asiother living being aboard
to greet thew nor did the find more
As ful testimonials of war.
In the caplet:1.s quarters. clean and
business-like, she roll-topped desk was
elomoi. and the books on top of It were
in order as for inspection At its side
stood a typewriter with the tin resting
lightly upon It, and a stenographer's
ease sotelsook beside neatly checked.
and showing that the last letter or
order had been completed. On the
wardroom table 1111).'" a insgaSine open
and turned page downward as though
he rea•ler had .destred to keel) his
place and had stepped twat from It on
a tortidea call. In the galleys of this
great floating home pots. pans and
kettles wt.e placed in orderly array
In their racks—no thrifty honsewife
could have left her kitchen In better
state. In the chartroonil the itace'l
highways of the ocean's bed were
drawn tip In their closed cases, and
the hoists were nor loaded or littered
with ammunition as would have been
the case had the battle ship been in
action when overcame hy the eneltlY.
There was nothing above or below
offering a key to the enigma.
(To be coatis •.41 hi next issue.)
YOU IPOICT HAVE TO WAIT
Beery diode makes yaw feelbotarr. Lam- Po
keeps your abets taisklas Hem Said as Me
isimer.barlt pho• eweevwsefe. P.m idreet•
HOMELESS
FAMILY
Father Nearly Crazed
With Worry and
Responsibilities
NOW HAS HOME
Soon Leaned How Easy It
Is to Save aid Ammon-
iate Whes the Start
Ls Bees lade.
A
this
This
story so filled with path,,.
one conies to light but serdom
one dealt with a man of 'ars.
family who bad neglected to sass. ti
his youth. Now famil3. 1•• ing
large, required a good sired house,
and this kept hie "nose on the
grindstone" until he read of' the east
way Mr. Mathews. of the Standard
Trust Co, has provided foe the lionw-
least to secure a home on snail'
monthly payments This man had
met a friend In his time that sold
him • home for $1.540 at $15 tie per
month and ft per cent straight in-
terest. He found be had to pa)
41/10.00 principle and $1111.011 inter -
1$124* on both ,per month. Of enure"
ite lost out In Die end, as he could
not keep it up. and foveae a Doubt-
ing Tom. Mr. Mathews showed him
lb.- standing of hie company and
Rome of the heart to heart lettere
*darted and now has three nice ptec,s
of property. If you donbt this, write
Mr. H. Waschmsn. Petersburg. Va.,
or better still, write the clerk of Din•
wide, company, and see
if there is not deeds and mortgage
reed'ids there between Mr. N'aich•
niati-- and the Standard Trust com-
pany. Now stop being a Tom and
start and you can soon be situated
the same or better. Call or address
for a few clays-- do It today
State Massager,
W. E. Mathews
es the pineal became more tutees*. M 5. Mil reffseberrr lbws;ri:ssosecursi siessup, before the leveret-
geappeartif sr.! •herrk th..! '1 1. IR. And 't p Trl
$10, $5.00, $2.50, $1.00
53e Iven slwaq
Junbonnet Zabied Vonted
For the children
We will give to the boy or girl under 15 years of age $10
In gold for the best p cture drawn of the Sunbonnet Babies
in an original act, an Ad accompanying same of 50 lines or under,
setting forth the superior advantage derived from buying at our
store. For the next best such picture and ad %Ike will give $5
in gold; for the third best $2.150, and the five following
$1.00 each,
We will reproduce the three best in newspapers. The judges
of these pictures and ads will be one representative of each news-
paper and2one other whom they may select. This contest begins
today, June 8ch, and to last one month. Each Monday and Thurs-
day our Sunbonnet Babies ad to appear in this space; study them
closely that you might get an inspiration. You may hand in one
or more if you like. Draw your original picture of the Babies,
with your ad, sign name and address, put in envelope and ad-
dress, put in envelope and address J. A. Rudy & Sons. Sun-
bonnet Baby Contest, mairto us or deposit in contest box, front
of store. These will be held until first of July, when they will be
opened and prizes awarded. This offer open to any child in
age limit in Paducah or vicinity.
Doesiit fres12. crisp, rous1i9 u9derwettr rgake rou
feel good.
A9d istit tl2ere & wIple lot of s&tisf&ctio9 to
rou, rourself. 19 stik9d191 before tl2e mirror s9d
seei9g tlirkt rou &re putti9g o9 mus119 u9derweikr
tipkt is d&19tily trirrir9ed 7
• o9I iou like to feel tlpkt rou &re 'dressed be&u—
tifullr tlirouglput
u9derwe&r will 12elp rou to lave tlist
well dressed feeli9g.
A9d our prices &re 901 121g12. &re flier)
A9d for Tuesdair we offer same speci&I prices 19
Gowns
$1.50 values $1.
Cheniise
75c values 59c
Drawers
50c values 39c
GOWEi
19 75c values 59c
Corset Covers
75c values 63c
Combination Suits
$3.00 values $1.98
CO rdibilr,
Chemise
$1.00 values 89c
Drawers
25c values 19c
Now, Children, get busy and make the babies do
anything you want them to. Any further' particulars
desired, call or write asking same.
•
•
•
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"
4
• $
• I *
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•
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MOAK% NMI*
TFIE P.4.1WCAFI EVENING SITN•
"igabs.4111̀011 4110'"%eib•106•10'"Ello#41.'"Olow.*Y\4.41
l jail%eammitalb 
pOR the man seeking summer com-fort, there is nothing which yields
so much of it for a small outlay as a soft
negligee shirt for torrid days. We have
some beauties in genuine Soisette for
$1 50 and a splendid imitation for $1.
Genteel patterns in stripes and self.
plaids. . .•
THE LOCAL NEWS
- -Forms for real estate agenta for
sale at this Alice.
'tete tonne ' at Kos) theatei
'ie. ',lit, .1 11 Ile It.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath. 100%
Illtoadway. Phone lee.
-We can kive you the finest car-
V.51es in the city for wedding. bail
and theater cilia. Our prices are low.
er4hern thole. ibarged for like service
lir any rite in America Our berylse
las...coed to none, sad the best In this
city Palmer Transfer ('ompany.
MrII C floUts. bag left the
cit) for a few neustbe aed I have ac-
quired an liversst le les business and
'bail lents after it for bat Any In-
format.on with reference to any
branch of it wt.: met,e prompt at
tentims • I:I ea.! tip The Sun
once. Both phones 355 E. J. Pax-
ton.
)tti wan! to t-er bow lirtliIN•al
'Lawn erase Seed grow. leek '11 I.. W.
-tilpitaartat.r grr's show %Indus, idat.ted
Way 16th. '
Pag. abort erdett restau-
erne 12.: :teeth !Cermet
For heti•a nurneers, door plates,
bra.* 1.1.4,#hs. brass and alumlnunt
chocks of all k•nds, rubber type bigns,
markers See The Diamond Slam
Works, Ile South Third Phone 35
"Kite Lynn." at l'iraZ thee
Tuf•sde. In, 16
-Cameras. Cameras. Cameras, an
hodak supplies of all kinds at R. D.
Clements & Co.
-To rid your chreiten house of
mites arid Iter, use Lee's lice killer
M. J. Vole. Seed co
-.('Ity subscribers to The Dalt
Nen who *IA the tiviiscry of eel?'
leeers 'stopped must notify our col-
hrtors or make the requests direc'
to The Sun °Mee. No attention will
te• pa.d to such orders when given
• carriers Sun Publishing Co.
Harter & Williams new barber
shop. 112 South Fifth street, back of
Walker's dies store.
Mancheeter Grove Nai 29. A'
wee give an Ice ertiam supper \fondle%
mete. Jime 5th OW on Itroadwai
1 11401 011a1 tee(nd Sehmaus Bros ' in
Amadei
Tile liedien of Temple Israel
Scitela s. hoe: al I meet at the Sion-
gee e see: 40..111 at Seventh and
et. et%  •tiitist. Jeer.
st in :.I seer tle tt twee baskets
eeek. I i#r fo. Wallace park and
vitt retten Immo ai in the
afterneen In . if rain the I'-
a it. place Feeley. Jen.. 19
At Kee. theater "East Lynne,"
Tisr.#1141 June la: Th.   i)(51111:41
111111111MM drame ever staged. There
are few penple who have not seen
theu tree'. and pathetic p'at at .ottirt
Mite es ether. et !east ()nue in their
Ii,.'.'. and the othir• have heard of It.
Nol% .•\ ' OM` 1417, this high class
geodei lion al the Kos) these.' for
The leveeing Sain-10c • Week.
Fine Cigars
in a Fine Case
It is an old isayitig Dint
•'..lothes am o not Make the
Imre," but when it comes to
cigars, end the facilities for
tutoring them end keeping
them in condition, the re-
verse is true. You can take
the Dept cigar in the world
and, milers it is kept just
moist enough, the bouquet is
entirely lost. ,
We have jt at installed the
fittest and largest cigar case
and humidor in West Ken-
tucky. The growth of our
cigar business and the im-
mense stock which we sorry
made it neees.ary, More
than ever, ours is
"Th. Cigar Store of
Paducah."
filbert's Drug Store
dith sad Ilesadway.
MOO about SA re•
••••••••••••••••••••••
INDIANS LOSE
Plet1 ED Goal To POW-
DEHLY 3 TO Oi
Huolen Hefted superb teem. for the
%W.#401... Shutting Out Paducah
Nets mit a He.
Pee dere . Pail &web tr.
Pmaderli aon from the Patin. eh
Indent's Steadies aftertioset at Wallace
park In one 01 the prettiest add hard-
est fought gene's of the season. The
pitching of Burden, for Powderly
was the feature of the game, as he
struck hut 15 men and let Paduesth
off without a hit. Bunion, for the t
Indians, struck ow ale men and al-
it.' six hits A large and •nthrise
sat crowd saw the game anti (heti
latlicr was ideal The indiuns will i
not te. ....Intent with this game and!
fleece to cross bats with Powder!)
Iii th, near future Burden got a two
base hut and Braille umpired the
',Ante. he mu Inineryi •
It II K!
Vender . I. I
Paducah . . j I
Irtal1GP:1) SHIP GlelltD1:11.
S4,1"•11 le T.0.111114 Te•I i leepridas
liensg Rigidly Withheld.
Nou futk Vu Jun.. I S --Well a
lie." la her -.1ailmatd bide ten fret
Moth mid tseety feet emit. made to
a a hiti-head torpedo, the monitor
Fee iF I. 1105 1 II our of the stone
airt aloclus at thr Norfolk UAW Tard
• tit sub cantas to prevent her
jut II' momittion from being learned
ha outsiders who might &Hemet to
send pliotographe to foreign lands.
Naval authorities declara the dam-
age to the mebitor Is /admit, but not
vita Al col ding to thee' views. It is
claimed that had the Florida been
et/gaged et battle with a foreign foe
and been str ark $114'h a WOW 111% that
dieveled her in Hampton Roads she
would have still beeu ales. to con-
tinue the fight.
••leniese other compartmt•nts on
the same side were punctuated with
cottedoes." one °Meer declined. -the
Florida or eil) other warship in the
Mel All 1111 equipped with water-
t 'get 'mech.:111P •1101 Us Meru tested
en !maid the Florida. would see be
in condition to give battle." „
Whee the metal damage dour the
monitor will proloaMt fluter be given
out for publication. it is 'said In oM-
aia that It is not possible to
tee just what It will tort in dollar.
and cent* to repair the Florida
The Florida is 'warded Its a patrol
cif marines to present an) one float
.zateining the hole in her aide.
WILL FIGHT PROHIBMON.
Nanleille Trades nos! lather Council
%scabies. Stale-% kir l'el#1411141.1.44.
Nrelivele. T. nu . Jen.. 15.--After
a lore: disense)on and many Imlay-
-on:el seise. hey. the 'leaden and Labor
Coulee of Nashville ludas weet on
iesord against state-wide prohibit ern
Ili ;Wowing this significant resells-
1 1011 :
'Br It raab011'a (I, That th:s ("1)1 rat
Trade, and eaten Connell pews on
r.eord as being °Memel to unit leld•-
latloti that retire-vs union men of
I'm Ides men re•
The Brewers' union bad tbreatetied
re wit hd-raw front the federated body
11111eS14 some action was taken, and
while the Cermack meg In the union
0441414cm. .1 to Moth the resolution. ft
was. finally adopted The revolution
Its. originally drawn would hare W-
rithed the union in the erubsenatorial
rare, and the preamble was, there-
fore. eliminated, but the union welt
aa far 11} it voted undeelts
Me. .1 R. Stages went to ddyvlIlc
?oda.. on Meiners.
Easy to telt
wnether ooffee causes head-
ache. Drop it for a week
or two and use
POSTUM
"There's • nooses."
Read "The Rued to Wellyille,"
in pkgs.
[IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
,
Campbell-Shims.
Mee Ittensette Cernebell ei..1 Mr.
Horace W. Steen were marilee
morning at 11 o'clock at the home of
the bride's parents, Mr. Atte Airs.
J11 Campbell" 219 North St rIlth
hal'Ort, b) the Rev. W. E. ieve. of
the Feet Presbyterian chureh. Mita!
Campbell was gowned in white mus-
lin and lace without a veil, sue mete.
a most charming bride. Th‘.•re were
Ito attendee:* except Mr. and Mrs.
James Campbell. Jr.. who mtel as
best man and matron of nonot. It,
was a quiet home wedding, wit:les-etc
by the relatives of the couple and in-
delete friends. The wedding prssents
were unusually beautiful. Following
the ceremony, a course luncheon was
served and the bride and grouts' will
!enve this evening at it: le o'clock
over the. Illino:s Central railroad for
Chicago and nerrthern points. Upon
their return they will Ilse with Mr.
and Mrs. Janes Campbell, Jr.. at
their beudeume tenantry home- in Ar-
eadia.
Nlester James P. of St.
Lout*, is the guest of AIL and Sire
John t'. !Weimer'. at the Cochran
.apartmente.
11r. Lesee Wilecon, of „St. Louis,
spent Sundat the et0, visiting
friends and relatives.
Miss Bes•ie Suiedley. is visiting
relatives in Viola.
A daughter a as born tll Rev. and
.MrP. Bourque, Saturday diortling at
thee home on South Fifth street.
Miss Etna Brooks, of Jackson.
Trani., lb the guest of .M boa's Pernie
and Belt- Sheiwee.
Mr. and Mrs Charlie Root. of
Princeton, are visiting Mrs. Root's
mother, Mrs. George Wade, of 613
South Third street.
Mr. George Wallace returned
home yesterdas morning front bete
where he has been attending
school.
Mrs. R. Loeb and daughter, Miss
Florence, wel return this evening
from St. Louis. where Mrs. Loeb has
been under the care of a specialist
for the past six weeks, and feels
greatly Improved in health. Miss
1,00) ha, been attending school In
Bostrm and joined her mother twe
we4.101 ago.
111.1• • Joareh Petter and Mrs.
rioter Owsley and son. George. will
leave tonight for Batter:Cie. Ark.. to
visit her brother, Alex McConnell.
Miss Anna Fbeworta slew Jeicilte
Oursier and Mies Mary Craig, who
hate been visiting Miss Marguerethe
Canagey. of South.' Seventh street,
returned home to Nebiesville. Ind..
todav
Mt parrs Taliaferro. who has
beet: visiting in the city for the past
three weeks, retuined home today to
Madison% 11,14.
The Rev. Meyer Levitch left for
Cincinnati todat to spend his v*"a-
lie wit : be gone several nionths.
Messrs. i.e Grace. John Dowus, R.
Downie I. L. Barnett, Mike OriMn.
Seamier Pinney. E. H. Haley. P. H.
Pitts and bevels; others, of Murray.
wie leave tonight for Houston. Tee.,
on a prospecting tour. Dr. J. M.
Robinson. of Sharp: D. F. Lovelace,
of Salem: C T. Allen and several
ethers will leave for Hereford. Tex.,
on a prospecting tour.
Miss Stella Karges. of Evansville,
is visiting the Misses Mammen, of
South Firth street.
Prof. Dief Martin. of New Burn-
side. III.. is visiting his. bon, Nr. Vir-
tu!' Martin. of I037 Monroe street.
.1ttornevs J. S. Ross anti W. A
lee.) went to Denton this nerniee
to atteml trill ii cense.
Mr. Sant Skinner and 'IL. WIII
Scott have gone to Calvert .11 am;
fishing ttle.
Mc. J J. Matlock. of Lebeek I:roe .
Nashville, arri4ed Sunday on an ex-
onded visit to his son. Mr. Gtorge
Matlock. of Twenty-fourth street and
Kentucky avenue.
ELECTION OE HEALTH
OVEICER POSTPONelle
Absent members calmed the meet-
ing of the beard of health terbedult•d
for this afternoon at the city hall to
la ct a health °Meer for the next two
years, to be meteoritel until next
Monday afternoon. Or, W. I'.
Graves. present health oMeer. and a
number of the board members desire
the porition of htalth ofilecr.
Bled riowe Bombarded.
Between 12 and I o'clock last
night a vent.) of bricks and rocks
was hurled into the place of Ora
Spencer, 6e1 (empire street, wreck-
ing the house. Windows were broken
mud doors crushed in by the heavy
missiles. The voiles came from in
front and from .. a side next to •
vacant lot, and the pollee are confi-
dent that there were several In the
party, Ora Spencer was alone, and
alien the ruck & began corning into
the house she fainted. The police
are working on the case and may
have some arrests before night.
, Aorldmat at Basket Pactory.
J. P. Gilbert. an enseloye of the
Paduoah Box and Basket company,
fell on a raw -at the factory at 7
o'clock this morning and had all the
lingers on his tight hand um mutilated
that they had to be amputated. He
was carried to Riverside hospital,
--Service was held in tbi county
jail Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock by
the Rev. J. N. Adams, a colored min-
later. 'Not all of the prisoners were
latereited in the meeting, but he be-
neve, be can reach many of them.
His subject yesterday was "The Lord
Will Provide."
A aeleen 1**1 aeeesearny a house
of otir#11 Isersweee It la till of smiles.-
BLIND 1011
11-'.t11441.14 NE4.1441 lanrell II. GEN.
11:14 DEM).
eincletleses iluserlan #flt
pica, at House la flew lock
Saturday.
New York, June Tow"
whose real name was Moines Wig-
gins, and who for nearly I WPIV
Year, delighted countless thousands
with his performances on the plane.
dead Year after year la ports
were made that the old, sight:. 1.• Imituti
WhIl was burn a slave had pawed
away. The reports proved untrue.
But now the body of "Blind Tone"
the wizard of the musical world, who
astounded the masters, lies in the
funeral chapel of the Frank E. Camp-
hell company on Wert Twenty-third
street. Is will be interred tomorrow.
"Blind 'runt" died last eaturday,
but not until today was the trews
made public, and then only through
the issuing of a death certificatc and
the filing of the same. Alminexe was
the caret' of death. He expired in
th.• home of Mrs. Elizabeth Bethune-
La retie, No. ter Twelfth street, Hobok-
en, where he had lived for years. Mrs,
bee-he's former husband, now dead,
was Gen. Bethune, Who Wilb a patron
of old Torn. Mrs., Lerche took eery of
the gray-hainel. v -nerable musician
temierlse pitying hts plight and ad-
miring the grit and genius he die-
plat ere
Tom With born in 1S49. Ile was
th, son of Cletrity and Mignon \ell-
gine, slaves on a plantation lu Geor-
gia,
BURNETT PHELPS
(Uoutimeed from page one.)
uereiylin G. Lovett said that Tha' 111-41,-
(1114-0h ao,ml,J h(' able to pew.," ihat
a ton:piracy had been entereil into,
and an oath hud Wein taken on beret-
ed knee not tar reveal the secrets, to
do as teetered, all(1 11011M it leejer)
beton. a coon if so ordered. MT.
Lovett said that eacb member •was as-
sessed ten c-•nts with which to buy
calk-o to make merles for. the raid.
On the afternoon of March te the-
night of the raid, Mr. Lavett said wit-
nesses had been Dr John Champion.
of Leon county. Burnett .Phelps and
eatn Colly in close consultation near
a deserted houes, and when descover-
ed went inaide. letter inrehe night
flee Were seen talking Weber In a
barbel 'Mop. terutitigiegoesja.si49e
fluent he said that tie. they• men were
seen together on the road near Birm-
ingham with guns, and wires were dis
covered tett next morning pear where
the nien were peen. Coirt•ludIng his
statement Mr. Lovett said that the
raiders were dialed into three
squads. and Dr. Champion. Phelps
and Cony were the empties's.. About
4 o'clock in the morning'•fter the
raid, a witness saw three wee return-
ing front the direction of Birming-
ham, artp he heard one say which he
recognized as Phelp's voice. "In my
opinion old man Scruggs is badly
hurt or killed."
Bcfrees. Statement.
For t lw 1.• te. • Via-lemgressnia It
tliarles K Weeeler said that the de-
fense would have ailbIa, bs responsi-
ble elegem. and men of nnimpeace-
able character. Sir. Wheler said th.•
proof would show that Phelps 111.441
about a mile from Birmingham. and
was awakened be the shots. He ems:
and poked the fire A citizen of
Birmingham became frightened at
the slesoting. and fearing violenci-
went to the 1101114' or pta whore he
found him drtebed. and he remained
there alter. the malu volley of shoe,
was fired. For Dr Champion, Mr.
Wheeler said that the defense would
show that his physical (erudition wss
such that he was unable to k•ave
home on the night of the raid.
admitted Phelps war in Birmingham
In the afternoon before the raid.
Commoewealth's Attorney John G.
Levee will be arehtted in the pros.•-
eutlon to County Attorney W. M
Reeder, while the deft 11,4. will be rep-
resented by Whteler. linizhe• g Wr.
ry. of Paducah, and .lack E. Fisher
Theerasest have attracted much *We-
ikel), and today about leen, 10'010
were present. The. trials fumy continue
some timik, s* between leo and 200
witaesses answered to !hoer names.
Not a eemblance of trouble has been
reported. ComPaey le Third infantry
of Hertford. Is in camp near the
court home, and etediers wkli pieties
and rifles were on tee gronsidn.
The Outrage.
The erinte for whit h the Men are
being tried was %committed on the
morning of March lie when a mob of
about 25 masked nien went to the
home of John Seneca.. * negro
fernier of Birmingham. and after
shooting up the home. wounding
Scruggs and a grandson so badly that
they died. Otis Bishop was also
badly wounded and Reed Baker,
Annie Bishop, Unie 131bItop and Matt
Frizzell. other occupants of the
house, were taken out and unmerci-
fully beaten.
After a regular session - of the
grand jury failed to bring in MCI*.
meat Jedge Reed empanelled • spe-
cial jury and the Indictments were
returned.
Those indicted were Burnett
Ptelps..Wielt Terry. Wallace String*,
Sam Colley, Amos Stringer, Louis
Ohandet, Nick Terry, Tom acclaim.
Pled 41.14141a and Will lecAtee.,
NEWS OF COURTS
Police 4.4isset,
T. Itoldlisou and Berm Hill, drunk,
$1 sod cost..
Dora Blanchard. selling while's
without license. Cele
Mat Hail...breath of peace. $111 and
vest
Win. Gains and Louie Riley, Weave
of peace, $1 and costs,
Louis Beck, breach of ordivance
$e and costs.
Claud Creation, breach of one-
ounce, continued.
let Whitehouse, carrying pistol
$2e and ten days in Jail.
Ship Loud. r, breach of leave, $I
George Bradshaw, housebreakis.
on
P. IL McDonald. obtaining mon..
by false pretenses. continued.
Jobu Bloodworth, obtaining worn"
b> false pretenses, held to cites',
court, bond $3.00.
Dave Stegle and John Bloodworth
obtaining mouvy by false preteusee
dismissed.
Will Smith arid Will Ware. gran
!anew, coutinued.
Bobs Ivey. failing to 'support infaet
child, left open.
Martiage Licemses.
114iMin to Clara Presne •
--
11am:berate Eusery's Court.
The case of W. R. Hutton against
Ulrich Bestir was teed in Magistrate
Charles Etners's court this morning,
but no decision has lit-ems reached bv
the judge. Hutton sued for $107
salars and Beser aset•rted that Hut-
ton owed him $50, more than the
baler; due him.
GRAVE SITUATION IN CARACAS.
More Case. of Plague Break Out. seal
Sen1111114 Are Exhausted.
Caracas, Venezuela, June 13: via
Willemsted. Island of Curacoa. June
15.--8everal cases of bubonic plague
hese occurred here within the last
few days, indicating that the city has
been widely contaminated with the
disease. Great alarm is felt because
110 measures. have been taken as
to fight the plague in this city and
there are no serums on hand.
The railroad :uniting from La
Guaira opened toda). paesengers
corning from that city being required
to undergo a five-days' quarantine.
Skiff Stollen.
Dt•tectIve T. J. Moore and J. 'A'
East and Sam East are scouring tha
rivers and creeks near Paducah in
the Cutaway in charge of Ceplein
Await. for a negro who stole a skiff
from the East brothers Saturday
night at the wharfboat. They traced
:he negro to Ben Frank's farm on
Ctarre jiver. where he .hirei henself
out, tint later Ficipped out Mill Mi.
Frank's revolver. He also had a
shotgun amid the detective and com-
panion* went heavily armed to leirea
this afternoon to try to r21141
--County Attorney Alben Barkley
attended a meeting of the executive
committee of the State County Attor-
neys' association In Lexington Satur-
day and the annual meeting of the
association was et for August 19, 20
and tl, at Crab Orchard Springs, Mr
Barkley is president of the associa-
tion
--Six live prairie dogs were dee
sever. d under a wrx#d pile in the
bark yard of J. W. Fowler's resi-
denee at Tenth and Madison streets
this morning. All escaped but one.
which' was killed by Joseph Woody
who was cleaning the yard. How
the) came there. Is a 'watery.
Finmen Ike Hollowell, of Sleety:1
No. 1, has. gone to Rock Castle, KY.
on his anneal varatlon. fur a week'
fishing and hundng trip.
--Bast nn.'' at Kos) theater
Tuesda). June 16.
A traveling bag of pig
skin is the thing f ,r a
man who has to ebow
his way through the
crowd.
With this, for a good
running mate, a trunk
of horse hide.
All the right things
are here for the globe
trotter or the home
squatter.
Suit cases from $1*00
upwards.
1
It's Time Now 2
Buy
REFRIGERATORS
Hart has the kind that does
save the food and ice, hence
the cheapest kind to buy.
They will not swell and
crack, which saves repair
bills. They are the kind
that stands the hard rubs of
time. Besides all this Hart
names the
44#Wc•j,-.
LOWEST PRICE
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated,
Subscribers Inserting want ads in
The Sus will kindly remember that
all such items are to be paid for when
the ad Is inserted, the rule applying
to every one without exception.
le0e. DRY wood New phone 919..
FOR DRY wed old phone 2361.
- FOR RENT-Apartment in Reclit
Flats, 511 Adams.
PIANO for. sale-Never been used.
Address Reduction, care Bun.
FOR RENT-Nice furnished room,
fur gctillenutn. 501 Kentueke,
RALE-CHEAP-Nice Go-cart,
91.6 Smith Third.
FOR RENT-Apartment in Sans
Souci flats. Apply to W. E. Cochran,
GOOD PASTURES, IMO acres run-
ning water. Apply to Lend ier &
Lydon or phone 675 or 1261.
7-AbitYrrs to sell our Bank Check
Protector. Big money. A. T. Kline,
Somerville. N. J.
FOR BALK-Credit coupon good
for $70 on any piano in W. T. Mi-
ler & Brother's store. Old phone
1293.
FOR REINT---Three rooms fur-
nished or unfurnished. J. W. Hughes,
III Fraternity building.
FOUND- -Peer of glasses. Owner
can get same by identifying and pay-
ing for this ad.
--WANTED--to buy at iinee, a good
gentle family horse. New phone
1135.
FOR SALE-Cheap gas range
420 North Sixteenth, Telephone
2iete
W.ANITIED - White woman to du
heusework eleArnall family In coun-
try. Apply 318 Broadway.
FOR SALE-A four burner gas
'lose for $5. Inquire at 1512 Trim-
ble street.
J. B. 1- 61TGAN bons abeelag
Sonora) repairing, rubber tkee. nal
Sou tb Third.
TAKE'-YGUR CLEANING and
pressing to Solomon, the tailor. 523
Broadway. The man who does good
woe( and promptly. Old phone 523-a.
FOR it-ENT--- Five
house on Kentucky avenue near rail-
road shops. Apply to Mrs. Olrierdey,
second floor J. A. Rudy & Sone.
LOST Party who picked up
five dollars in shoe store rcturna
same no questions will .be raked. Re-
turn to Sun.
GET Gut met old auk of last year
aad bay o it cleaned and pressed by
James Daffy, 'South PlIngt near Broad-
way, and it will look hie now.
--WANTED- Clerical -or bookkeeper
position by young man, trustworth,,
welt qualified and well recommended.
Address N. care Sun.
--FOR SALE--Four room boors..
Rath, hall pantry and two porches.
1320 Clay, Apply on premises or
1601 Tennessee.
'MR -SALE -60.--illiffer--giiiiii
room slate roof brick boas.. lot
55x165, on Sixteenth between Mon-
roe and Madison. Rieg old phone
1552,
roW-sALE--One 14 horse-pow.:
gasoline engine, Franklin make. Suit-
able b r gasoline boat. Newly over-
.Ruled, Will sell at a bargain. Ad-
dress V. I. ilLowsles. care sus.
-WAIT-.11111D-Ladries and gentlemen
on guaranteed salary. Traveling or
l
local. $75 to $110 per ;booth. Ilin-
pon0041 advanced for traveling. 4118
asuatb Third Aron, er ell Klattacaty
eveate, Paaareb, Er.
. - a
. LAWN MOWERS sharpened and
adjusted at John Greif's, 318 Wash-
ington street._
--fee8T-.Locket,, initials J. C. R.
engraved on back. between Seventh
and Jefferson and 110 North ThIrd.
Fender please. return to 110. North
Third and receive reward.
WANTED-1.0410 ladles and gen-
tlemen on emaranteed salary. Travel-
ing or local. 575 to $100 per month.
Expenses advanced for traveling.
428 South Thirst street, Paducah.
Ky.
LOST-Brown leather pocketbook.
between Sixth and Broadway and
Third and Broadway. Pocketbook
contained five dollar bill, bracelet
and three cigars. Finder please re-
tetra to this office and receive liberal
;reward.
LADIES ATTENTION - The re-
'
liable Home for ladies before and dur-
ing conduct:gent. First-class in ovorr
way. Fine, airy rooms. firstelass Ohl-
steians and nurae. Good board. Terms
Moderato. Dr. Starr Howard, Cim
cinnati, Ohio, 43.0 Clark street.
TAFT'S left0E AND 
SPEECH°Metal edition, eel' chapter by Pres-
ident Roosevelt. Only $1.00. Big
terms to agents. Freight paid. Out-
fit ready. Send 10 cents postage.
Ziegler Co., 265 Fourth street. Mina-
delpbia.
--WANTED--You to know that ThTs
West End Improvement Co.. has for
sale the most desirable and convene
featly located residence lots in and
near Padecan, at reasonable prices.
Terms $25 cash and $5.40 per month
if desired. Let us show you, Cali
on S. B. Caldwell, Real Estate Agent,
1.29 South Fourth street. Phone 7S9,
COAL YARD for sale. Best lo-
cated coal yard In city. First-clasS
equipment, well advertised ad good
established trade. Re4900 for selling,
other burinees inlertets requires at-
tention. Good proposition for right
party. Address Coalman, care Usk
ofhce
Arehitect Goen to Bomar-
Architect A. L. Lassiter will go to
Murray tomorrow to consult with the
°Meets of the Murray bank, who are
preparing to move the bank Into
their own building. The building
they own will he remodeled and Mr;
',molter will draw the plans. In this
morning's mail Architect Lassiter re-
(Leved a postal card from Mr. W. L.
FIrminerd, who at present is In Venice,
Italy. Ite,requIred only dfteen days
fair" theletter to come from Venice to
Padttaeh. Mr. Brainerd will spend
ex months in Europe studying the
old world architecture.
Notice,
John Zeller, successor to 10141101' I&
Shaffer, blacksmith and wiitidwork
and borseshoelog, solicits the patron-
age of his friends end the public at
large for any work is his Hail. latia.
faction guaranteed.
JOHN ZIILUIR.
0111-1117, Jefferson.
-"Mast Lynne" at Kane theater
Tereday. June le
••••••••••••••••.•
SUMMER ROAIMERS
Snits b land and
Echo Valloy Springs
Thous leaking a few days or
weeks of quietude Ind rest can
find it here. First-01m board and
cool and comfortable moms In
private family. We ars prepared
d000modete only • limited nun.
her-Fur rates and mitigation/Admit
MISS ENKA newts's,,
assaltaliboa• lig.
•
-
emeeliswerimeoile
er,
11111111111111L
•
THE PAM:TAFT EVENING WIN.
monist, Mil
•
HOTEL VICTORIA
Broadway, Fifth Avenue and 27th St. NEW YORK.
In the Centre
el the Shopping
District
A Nserni. flow Class
C•5•55 app•••1•
55.0.
0 
I uniZ .ftd
COW • 0 5 • •••
0055 "51. 515
lad•-• •t5c5,,chet15555
eut rt• 055re It la
5551 lc 551,57.
I. Wands{ Ptsss,d
Shoos see Tiorstrea.
. an. .5505.1 1110
•••••• .401
b•ch
awl It 054,5 la an
0.501
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF.
ROOM& $150 per day and upward.
tilneettAN MAN GEORGE W. SWEENEY. Priersirros
Magma Gordon, Paamager. late of Klieg Indward Hotel. Toronto, Canada.
The Whae of the Hills.
Of all the dlifie I ever knew.
Prom chautear wines to shandy-
gaff.
From soft cream ale fresh from the
brew.
Or champagne fu.I of life and
laugh;
Wbsteer their tind or viii; .4e be;
However nutty, old and rare.
There's none 50 entrances me
As good. (-dep, fresh-brewed
lain ait!
Metlat-
The bouquet of the tapeling pine.
Aroma of the wooded mount.
As clear as was the crystal wine
From Holace•s Bandusian Fount!
And 0 the joy when from my bed
I rise when morn succeeds the rout
To find. altheugh I have a head.
Tie not the kind you read about!
--July Smart Set.
Plenty of Troaffile.
Is Caused by gfagnation of the liver
and bowels, to get rid of it and
headache and billiousdess and the
poison that brings jaundice, take
Dr. King's New Life •Pills,, the re-
liable purifiers that do the Work
without grinding or griping. Vec at
all druggists.
i
You cast awe, judge the sweet-
flees of a wonian's asitssre by the sizei
of her senile.
Many men's goolpess is due to the'
fact that they are not found out.
Mehl in bbarupe.
More duels are fought In Germany
than in any other country, and Jena
and GOttingen are the cities which
take the lead. It is said that a duel
takes place in Gottingen every day.
and on one occasion, some years ago.
tweeve combats took Place in the
tataty-four hours. Jena's greatest
number for the day is twenty-one.
The German empire has about 4.000
duels a year; France has about
1.0 0: Italy about 210. In ten years
Italy had 2.759 meetings. of which
974 originated iu newspaper articles
or public letters. The great majority
of the duels were fought with vordit,
only one with revolvers.
He Got Whet He Needed.
"Nine years ago it looked as If
my time had come," says Mr. C.
Farthing, of Mid Creek. Ind. Ter.
el was so tun down that life bung
on a very slender thread. It was
then my druggist recommended Elec-
tric Bitters. I bought a bottle and
I got what I needed-strength. I
had one foot in the grave. but Elec-
tric titters Put it back on the MI
again, and I've been well eter since."
Sold under guarantee at all drug-
gists. 50e.
She -I think it very strange that
man, was made first.
He - - Quite the natural order.
Money has to he made before a wo-
Man can spend it.-July Smart Set.
BYMIAT
very mother dreads the pain attendant epee the most critical
period of her life. Becoming a mother should be a source of joy, but
the sufferin_g incident to the ordeal makes its aOcipation one of dread.
Mother's Friead is the only remedy which relieves women of much of
the pain of maternity; this hour, dreaded as woman's sevtrest trial, is
not only made less painful, but danger is avoided by its use. Those
who use this remedy are no longer despondent or gloomy; nervous-
ness, nausea and other' distressing conditions are overcome, and the
system is preriaredror the coming even by the use of Mother's Friend.
"It is worth its 'weight in
gold," says many who have
used it. $i po. sae I! at ao.a owe.
Boot remaining information
of interest to sit women. free noon appli-
tiouorinss REGOUIrim oo.
Atlanta,
-
OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS
P. L. Wo'ff
327 BROADWAY
Jeweler
PADUCAH. KY.
W. B. Muth•r in charge Watch Repair D•partm•nt.
B. Sutton, Engraver and Jewelry Plippair Department,
WE PCT UP ALL
PREtitaMPTIONS
as carefully as if the _medicines were
for our own family. All that skill,
exPerienee and extreme tare can Ite-
eoroplist is entideryed iu thie depart-
ment.
'The drug's and medicines used are
atwo parefulty looked after. We use
only the purest, etropgest and fresh-
est It is DOSIOhlc to procure.
S. II. WINSTEAD, Druggist
Seventh and Broadway.
Phones 756
The First
Deposit is a
Magnet
•
IT 1/HAWS to itself the
small chenge which you for'
nierly meattered It, starts a
growing hank account and
creators a fund which will fi-
nally make you independent.
letisk• that Wiest Depissit
today. We pay four per
cent. interest.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Bread% ay
THE SABBATH AND
ITS NECESSITY
Second Serums au Sabi...4. by
Rev. Terry.
"Iteenember the Nohltssali Nay bad
Kee', Is Holy" Teo of
0.11/10C.
THE DAV,....* INDISPENSABLE.
"The Neceivelty of the Sabbath and
Its Obeerewore- was the smith-set of
'Mo. H. B. l'erry4 sermon 'at 'Third
Street Methodist chureli Buneee. The
discourse being the second of a se-
ries of aerebotes On Sabbath observ-
ance. The text was from Exodus
10:R: "Retnenfber the Sabbath day
and keep it bolo. Dr. Terry said:
The Sabbath-1s necessary for man
55 an individual because of the need
of religious inetructlen. The religion
of the Bible dote; not consist In
"meats and drtnke. bet tn righteOus-
ness, peace and joy in the Holy
Sig lit."
ft is a religion of light. The ,glory
V God Is creation, the glory of crea-
tion is man, the glory of man is the
soul, and the glory of the soul Is sal-
vation, w-hleh is the power of God lu
bringing the soul ottt of darkness Into
Tight.
The Sabbath ee tediepensuble for
giving the individual such instruction
as IS needed to *aril the defy and
destiny of man Oe a religious being.
• Get man not only needs Instruction
but also persuasion to ovtreonite In-
difference and aver,loin to the light
of the world
Men are templet' to neglect their
pray-err, and to forget their penional
aceotoltabilfly to God.
Most men live for this world alone
and here is the great need of the Sab-
bath.
'We need Gine and opportunity to
'persuade meta to go "Into the high-
ways and the hedges and compel them
to come in."
The Sabbath would he nteded ter
the (-genie awl growth of the indi-
vidual, if the intelligence wits Fuel-
tient already'. The tide of 'worldli-
ness would be meekness if men were
open to the calls of society every day. It is told of two mall contractors le
The world Is brought to a solemn Atask-a, who used footmen a Ph snow
pause at least once peo week, under shoes, that one required his men to
the eye of God. This lifts; man up to travel tyur div. while the other al-
the power of living for the future and lowed one-seventh for rest, anti tie!!".
'nettles, ,him to subordinate sense to /Teti his ntalls more promptly with
better results. In view of facts Itke
the above Dr. Edwards said of ani-
mal*:
"When employed hue sex day.. in .v
week and allowed to rest one, they
ale more healtfty ;tem thc) (tea ne
when employed during the enel •
morn. They do more work Rol lite
ligiotte meetings revolving around this longer:* Again Dr. Edward- 100 h.
sholy day. which are inseparable,
The church woukl ilea rcelY cur-
rive if these holy institutions were
taken away, for the pulpit Is the lead-
ing one on earth to diffuse relgious
insttuction and secure a form of
worship that should bring all men to-
gether in equality and brothethood
before God.
The Sabbath is also needed for the
family, for both wore Instituted- by
the Almighty rather.
Cain. Woman's Weokneeass.
We refer to that MOD to weak, preemie
luttering women known as Dr. Pierce's
reveille Prescription.
Dr. John FT% %meal the Editorial Stet?
if Tun ffeLlierto bignic•t. ltrvlsw say,
of Unicorn root (Hchon4upliii.we,o) which
Is one of the chief Ingredients of the 'Fa.
twice Preerriptem • :
•A rented, which In •irishly acts as it uter-
bagiuralar • • • makes tor Dorms/ so-
toca
vi
ttams "Is Melt/elm we bares toed am-
01 tbe entire reProdurtift *room.'
meet which nor" falli answer, the abus•
Ironware Mae any °Ow rilnag warn watch/ ass
Segiontsloi Ii. lit treatise's' of disesaes pe-
culiar to WO•iien It bleehloni that • ease is
mew which iloo. not gement some indle•t ion
fur liii. remettial atrium' IA.. File further
.fe: "The toll/ Ivied ankmounit id. kaoline
°Alcinous tor Delon las (Unicorn rout) Paul
or acmes Oa tbo beck. with •leecorrbors
atonic a I condltio of the reproductive
malts of „men and h
rustulity. lased WI I shronic deemes of
ant ez ..n.re:einn e i • 
best 
n •Iri‘nr, wkwiorneoenigrthwail.t
I tB`odlli40, due to a weak-
ened cc ltioss of the reproductive system.
SiOtOn IMP•4011 ur lament monthly
ir rush or secompsnline an
monition of the 11.1xilire organs
4110,1 blood I it; drugging
• r tho extreme lower part of the
en •
•. or lees • 
'esioseeeet.
leo err.. ayo 
rift I-c1W1mM ang
is Unicorn root, or lieloniass
lind the medical properties of which it
Vogt faithfully represents.
Of Golden Neal mot. another prominent
engrodietal oe_ "FevoritA+ Presertption,"
Prof. Finley Ellingatexl. M. 1)., of Ran-
son Medical College, Chicago, "keys:
• It I. ea 3/0110/11111111t remedy in disorders of
Ms wank In all catarrhal condition- • •
aVeliorralitan.t4etb"rtj_ '.5., 'er i;lu9gbil;tet of
Cincinnati, ways et Golden SPA! MO- t :
"In relation to Its eenfeil effects no the
K'
 Owe la
ac 
50 siefliteile In use St. of .rhich
K
d
s..Foch (Itral itteastinitty "5 "0,0m . 
It
enstrovone regarded se Oa ionic useful in
eritineted deem"
of. R, Itartholoo, ig. II. of Jefferson
Vedic* Ooilege wars of tIolden Neu I :
•Vsotabse In uterine itemorrinure. 'senor-
Ma& Moodiati and congestive c.48•55nur-
Iip
@sinful me/wrestle/it"
. Pierope Favorite Prescription faith.bill reprmente all the above 111101.11 in-
ients and ce tee the diseases for which
v are recommended. 
faith.
Man le a social being a• nd mode
social mud puttee, es-orbit's' at well as
Meow-lion and for there be cannot
✓each- hie end aá isolated. but must
bare the rt ligious Sabbath, the pulpit,
the Sunday r• hoot, the itilsItOrlh
Leagues and the °thee* asocial and re-
point. -and foes eke Thiele-are stated
"The eaperinsent was tried .on 71.bun-
dred siid tweut)-tive horses. They
were employed for years seven- daY,
in a week. But the) became un-
healthy bad finally died so fast that
the eowher thought It too ItYpelliels,
and put tle in on a so days arrangt
Mein. Atli r this be wae'noi
to replenish then' one-fourth as often
its before. instead of whitens co,
tinually, his horses came up agate
and lived years longer than thee
could have done on the other plan.-
Nurnereus mees of this kind aos
gtveu in the "Sabbath Manual" hi
'Dr. Justin Edwards. superintendent
of the Third Avenue ft. Ky.. In New
York City arrangt d his teams in three
pairs ofehorees with one extra horse.
so that each horse should rest one--
seventh of the time.
-What is true of animals is :roe ef
men. From eatentivrInquirk-s. from
reports made by government tee,-
tillesionero and from the opiteon
many taleetilic physicians. Bit.: who
'labor six days to a week and rest one
can do more work in all kinds; of hurl
nese, in all parts of tbe world. and
do it in a better manner than those
who labor nevelt. That it le now set-
tled by facts that the obeervanee oi
the Pahleath is. required hi a natitr.h
Let the family and religious Sob- late and that were man nothing 
mere
isath be, sustained In their Integrity then au animal It would hp for 
It.:.
and every interest of the individual interest to, oboe-rye the Sabbath."
family hie will be secured. Physical labor lev sperially referee
l
These is no Sabbath where the do- to above. tetras the etrungth and 
le-
'nestle relations are not held sacred, filthy of.vIgelewee and persistent mee
-
.;nd where there is no tiableeth. the tat tabor depeude upon the 
eomiltem
,dr.:.dtnstic relations are sot held ea- of the body, it Is erld.nt that 
tuni .
dnd better mental labor eau be deo
The Sabbath is Bits° essential for by those who It trietty 
keep tire sae
the maintenance of a free government bath. .1 reap of great meneti
 pow,.
for no people ever have been raised Sir Matthew Hale. erst <nailed 
the at
to the knowledge and virtue of self- tent:on to this snbjeet in thee
. words -
government without that circle of. "If I had at shy time borrowed 
from
agencies of vridrh the Sabbath said ties day any time for my 
secular PM-
the Bible are apart. Knowledge is. pleyment. f toned that it did 
furthe,
not bufneicnt for a free governm-nt. me less Than If I lied let It 
aloste. and
There most be ertfeetple and a right then fore. When seen years' 
riper-
Foetal ecnitilikes, Good win and fence spun a mote attentive and Oa-
"leer, se a two" must be .applie-d in Ilion elswetratIon. had given 
me this
the relations of life, as It never has nistruction. I strew Perestiottrile
oohed net er In this kind to make a
breacb upon the Lord's day, which I
nye now *text?y observed for moil
than thirty years." Th^ Wellman)
convinents Med ample OM this point
The tesebInge of the Ilible are rt.
rotary to seushk• toe to arrive at thes-
etniclwrions *sough these views res.
upon per,onal experience sod merit of
been, without the teachings of the
Sabbath!
The capacity of man for free goy-
ernmeat Is now on trial is eer owe
eountry, tbeeefore, the point is of see-
Mal interest to the' patriot as well a•
the Christian.
in the national Sabbath convention
Dr. Meek Heptins Said: (ii"Tbat
a religious observance of the Sabbath their own and Justify nth words of
would secure the permanence of free air Lord: -The PlOtrath OOO mad
e
inatitullons.•' (21 "That without the for man, mid not man for 
the Mile
Sabbath religiously observed the per- bah; therefor,. the awn of men 
hi
tnanenee of free Institutions cannot. Lord alum of 'the NrIrtratit.-
he swotted." (3) "That 'the civil Thus We set, that the Sabbath he
(Sabbaths as based out the religious an integral and ementlal Institution
Sabbate Is an leatitutioa to which for the training and (u•velaitnieni (,1
smeet) has a natural right. Precisely Man In his three-fold nature.' AO
as it haw to property." It is believed Intelleettiel or spiritual b'
beyond a doubt that there propoisi fog. and In his donseetie. his social m
a
tione can be established. his cite relations tn this life
Therefore thr Sabbath niust be a Prete government is under eibli
divine MatItution and connected not gallon te ;te subjects to SPeilff• to the
only with man's Individual needs of individual on the cams' *round of 
hit
itodo nolo and beam but too wile properly. a right he the civil illtabbatt
the needs of the animals wilieh serer The •endst of the civil PlitiOtath 
ar.
him. It Is vierthy of notice that est• (tont the neermat) of threw things ti
ett are expeelally referred to In the whet man bps's right to •ecnre It
fourth commandment. nee not only entente Durpolon, indleated by the as'
shows the wide reletions of the Sale live prinelpiee of hie eartsteutiote
bath, bttt also the subordination of the highest object of Man is a Wit.
phyeleal and moral Ides. In the whole knish soentl elld and he haa a Han
structure of the present syrtem to demand of smetety whatever logic
The great question le will men and lotion man be needed to furnish te
animals live longer. hate better health (eery attn the most favorable ettelL
do more and bettnt work by laboring flans for developing this earred
mix flaYa and toothy& one, than by la for which he was created. •
boring seven day's in the week? The clef, saverrastai, w1ul1h itfte.-
rxtPnidlro obeervatkno have been lent afford tbla mom met eittion.
made ti .4E:4 dhoti if et wit* test* ft•
Carpet Sweepers
We have just received the largest shipment of Carpet Sweepers ner brought to
'this city and offer them at the following low prices with thcabsolute guarantee that
they will give you perfect satisfaction. have one sent out; use it 10, 20 or :30 days
and if yiiti are not entirely satisfied we will cheerfully refund your money.
MAJLST1C
A very beautiful Sweeper. whieh
will please the most fastidious.
Perfect in vstruction, sensi-
tive in action and very light
running.
Contains all late improvements,
sucli as Steel Ends, N'eneered
t !Rae!, solid Cast Wheels, Im-
proved Tire Attachment, Anti-
Tipping Device, Quick Brush
Release and Perfect Handle At-
tachment.
Finished in Hand Rubbed Piano
Finished Mahogany, or quar-
tered (Oak specially selected,
with handsome nickel t.immings
Trios $1.00 Lads,
QUICK
MEAL
RANGES
CONQUE.ROIR.
..1.4801 of Any. Superior to hlesp"
We Sweeper has no Superior at any
priee. It is mechanically curect, per-
fect In action, very slicht running, will
not clog with hair or raveling. iind
will p'ek up dirt when other wakes
fail.
It has all the lateet trupnoremente
in sweeper oonsl ruction, such as Full
Nickeled Steel Ends. 1.,'eneered Cases,
Anti-Raveler End Caps o Set Brush
Ends, A nt I •T1 ppm: Der oe, tag
Wheels, unproved Tire Attachment
and Perfect Handle Attachment.
Finished in hand rubbed Plane
Finish Mahogany or specially selected
(Mattered ( iik with handaeme nickel
rimming).
Price. Niche friawaiorb. $3 each
u•Pwil Ireapogoss. $21.0 each
THE HOUSE or QUALITY
oSS...411.4 11111141ROWAT
•••,.
RECORD
Satinfactioa at a Madison Prica
This :-Weeper will give entire
satisfaction and will sweep equal
to any sweeper made. It is well
tlniabed and handsomely deco-
rated in goad.
It oontaina important improve-
ments auvii as Anti-Tipping I le-
vies. Perfect handle Attach-
ment, Solid Cast Wheels and
Improved Tire Attaebruent.
Finished in Matioraar and Nat-
ural Maple,
Price, Nickel Trieweiags. $2.10
each
Price, lepton Triminine•, $2.2'
e. h
PHONtS lof
QUICK
MEAL
RANGES
men, insposeible to man. tt ueedt, re- the Kentucky and leounewee branch
comtruction. of the organisation with the Virginia
We disclaim any ;Impolite o- 'tusk" branch Fie- some time this has been
men moral or religious by tee loner- diseu,red but final at.; Ion sae de-
laturi.  or to interfere with any ;ever- (erre 1 tante now Et en a: this, It
ty that would not trench some riithfol toll soine tone lwfore the full de-
We need the totem-to and qui-Nude, tails of the tittoolueon be &r-
,,f the eivil Sabbetth etriel le obwrled rarged•
for th,- Oat religesto luipteeelotie Malt Matey matters steell iti ihrtuseiteel-
the frotruetleb of our childret are Pro of mtoli Interest to the allbOrta"
families et the Amide) school and the ;lion as a whole, w re brtnigto up aud Mttlium leaf .
oth, r seri' 14.• s of the eh ureb .oId of O's eeceepie of th mis ee ot- G d leaf, 14 e
We hate a right to there as needled ling helve held tot near tht- regular Pilo. tea
it 4for the,, beaten attainment II' the smarter!) meeterg tot for July. the (levee. releevione 
Nun.- to ffi;ritsg.
individuai. tbe family and the •h !latter was celled off AseueletInis Report.
of (Sin ii w II its "soe!iity. %dill-ft I From reports when at the meeting 
ha'.a natural rIght to 'knitting rorns- !ti Is thic tire noextiation 
Reporo sate,. of totortece, toad.-
y to eeneire ft bete elide. 
h. iii,. Pane re' Orotteeve alf4514 -
rar ! Will handle fully I. teeptheade of ti.ott for
Therefore. a. Show great an I ' Toler( eh of the crop mired last year. 19,o .
worthy reds cannot in. seettred wee. ler oloor 17 50 bUr VI. hare M-
out the Sabbath. ,maiskind lege Otter Insley been sr111,4 :met placed on
to the prole/ Hon of th.• civil author:- rah. Of lb ,r eelio,11.1 Jesus'' 17,45110
tie, •I'ri fever of the civil and otlistio le hestribeds hate Non poi&
Satoh/nth. I Au et* resting f/ attire of Mi. tiievt-
Paducah. .Inn.. le lie. . lug awn the final retiree se Mr. 4' C.
y nulds, gent ral tiopeeter durIne
head./ of all grades at very fat fefee
tort prices and are very rheeelot
The sestiestroont keeps well, filled with
((reefs') !eater.
Low lug*. . 5' me, to $
otainu lug,. . . '75 to
ettelhota !nos . s :ot to 9
27. It. III
. to :re to I
Good Mee
Low leer
Ostionen teal . I to
. 13 no to I
were and 'test to Juut•
Markets
ClarkevIlIe
fipringeltild
Guthrie .
Russ. lit die
Iferillt Was it. Ma Heels. . 1 noti Mr tI ;MK t showed Hopk ins% Ole
Jesse P Morris., of Skippers. Vs . that 41.4 'J.: Ite.p.e. eon-. air.' maci., ('oCit
had a close call in the spring of 1506. the total crop handled last year to pone. ton
He Wu; "An ataci of pneumonia the association being 39 .:e9 beffa.irachicah
left me so weak and with such • heads. Reclamation: to the amount' mg) held .
fearful cough that my friends de- of $ i,emir were allowed fen that year, kfurear
elated consumption had me, and the %aloe of the isseie crop to-
death ass on my hilts. Then I wits ing :010 Mil* Was an
persuaded to toe Dr King', New WI, lit show fer that ',tar.
Discovery. It lielsed me 'immediate-.
ly. and after taking two 'and a half
bottles I was a well man again,
Receipts' In the open market Otte
found that New rnseovery is the beat
remedy for coughs and lung disease
week were 1,14 hogeheeds. sale" .511
Pile* 140,11111.10_%. the' mare 'nstil and eedleit e
in all the world.- Sold under guar- 
 ark t i me Of bi jute twenty
ants.. at R:I druggists. en
c and $1.00. Unchanged on all grail's years ago." writes 0. S. Woolmer. of
Ft01 Week
hhtl.
tot
. :13
1:5
. 139
%Cc
109
44
2f.
4041
:At
404A
10.
ea-
Trial bottle free. 
 The. tnharee crop prem. now in the
!field with a generally mired stand,
filmset seer, I„ .101 rome'replanting
to be done. for shirt' there are plaets
In abuntlance
The ealssmett ief the m4041411/4 Moue, Otero tout it tics-rr gets a
sold heirlast week about ;son hoar, c•hance to say muck * a ba,rgiss sole.
TOBACCO NEWS
.4..% el 4 molter, i55 With Virginia
At the rolled m".-tine of the elt*c11-
tire COMMIttee of the Planters' Pro-
t.( live aeroelatien. at Guthrh. it was
fleckletl lett It would be bell 'to lam-
e,' thr re:ajiona. now !existing between
Headquarters
  r  
BICYCLES
Everytning in the
bicycle line.
S. I. Mitchell
)28-l111 bulk Tbitil itrut
 Is
Totals ..
Toial
Sales
hhile
3.34
_1,e63
.7.39
2.1417
Ill'
391
2.efte
4;67
1.1:11
17.7 ee
.% Twenty Veer $tenleaco.
"I liaNe just completed a teen%
rear health 'entente, insielsed be
Bileklen's Arnica Satre, whirl enred
LeRaysylile. N. Y. Bueklen's Arnica
Salve heals the worst soiree, boils,
burns, wounds and cuts in the short-
est time. 2e,c at all druggists.
The A.134C0 es la
its ii ihabet , its eleillentar:T
principle,- were long ago
learned Is tis and are applied
Ability (' know-how" and
skill). hest materials (soap,
water, etareb, etc.); titre
(the "conscious" of any Pile -
media business moan),''
Ilene,. it is Ihat one work
pleases itfI out of WO of our
patrons-the odd I should be,
and is. a negligible quantity
STAR STEAM LAUNDRY
Both Pbones-'200 128 N. Fourth S',
k 
1 SCHMAUS BR.OS.$..........za=aja...mmumi
200,000 PLANTS
The largest me.ort ment of roar. 5541 plants in the city Ai,
23,000 idatifil at les,' than 8 cents. 175,000 other i„
from. See us hef(.es Ing year order.
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re MONDAY. rna; 13. TILE PADUCAH . %TIMING SUN. ' aligel•
EAR W. WHITTEMORE
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Call, Seal Of T.I.elesse (or .1
I. I
Pbeasa 835. FRATERNITY BLDG
PADUCAll, KY.
IN ADMIRALTY.
Frank Reefed' vs. Steamboat J. 8..
etc.. in admiralty.
Whereas, a itbel was filed in the
district court of the United States,
For the Western District of Ken-
tucky at Paducah, on the 3rd day of
lane. lease by Frank Rounds. rm.
Steamboat J. S., etc., her engines,
teckel. apparel, furniture, etc., and
owDf alleging in substance that
said steamer was Indebted to hint in
the sum of two hundred dollars, for
datualp a done his gasoline boat
"Messenger." by smashing same up,
that said damages had never been
paid, and prays process against sail
steamboat J. S.. etc., and that the
same may be condemned and sold to
lily said claim with cost and ex-
penees.
Now. therefore, In pursuance to
the monition under the seal of said
court to me directed, I do hereby give
puleic notice to all persons claiming
said steamer J. S. etc., Or la any way
interested thareln, that they be and
appear before the District Court of
the United States In the city of Pa-
ducah. Ky., on or ,befOre the 3rd day
of August, 19118, at 10 o'clock a. m.
of that day then and there to inter-
pose their claims and to make Miele
allegations in their behalf.
GEO. W. LONG. U. S. M. W. K. D.
, By Elwood Neel. Deputy.
Rugby & Martin, Proctees tor LI*
All the patent medicines and
tei.et arti,.1.0 advertised in this
paper are on Kale at;
McPherson's Drug Store
Fourth and Broadway.
Dr. Stamper
DFNTI ST
Fraterry Buiilisg Room 215
Istrataing Teeth and Plate
Work a Specialty.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL IX
Elt RSION auwirrut.,
chimp". III.- Republican
National Convention -Tickets
to be sold June 121.11 to
inclusive. limit June 30th.
Round trip $11.00.
Fraakfort, KY.- Kentucky
Educational Association. -
Tickets to be Oold Jane 15th
and 11th, return limit June
MIL Round trip $1160.
Evansville, Ind. -Special
excursion Tuesday, June 2:1
Round strip $1.110. Special
train leaves Paducah about
19:40 a m.. June 23. return-
ing leaves Evansville 7 p. m.
Weduesday. June 24. elio UV-
gage will be chocked on these
tickets.
Frankfort, ICY.-Kentucky
Educational association. Dates
of sale Jane 16 and 16. Re-
turn limit June 20. Round
trip $1.00.
Louisville, Ky.- Intents-
Coast Sunday School associa-
tion. Dales of sale inns 13
to 17, sad train 104 Jen. 18.
Return Ilme June 26. Round
trip $6.96.
3.?. DONOVAN.
Agent City Office, Paducah,
Ky.
R. M PRATHER.
A t Union Depot.
KILL ma COUCH
AND CURE mg LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New ,Discovery
PR I
FOR C8E0r8me j
AND ALL TerOAT 'ND ONO MUNI ES 
(Mr ARANTSED 
SanSFLGTOIR
la RONEY BLDIVED=1.
•001 keittiMPROMMINI01.111PHIF
Coma to Wilson's
Wiled you want tete latest
1»,oksiir newest niu*.e
Call on Wilson
When in need of Pens, Inks,
Pencils or other office sup
pl lea.
Telephone Wilson
When it's book store stuff
that you need.
s
A Message to Wilson
Whi f , -
•Iiert,et at
Hunt Up Wilson
When you suffer a c.•risur,
trig thirst.
It la certainly eathifactery t.,
drink at Wilson's, where good
things te drink ate servol clean.
Wilson, Wilson, Wilson
That's All
313 Broadway
PADUCAH CENTRAL
ill•SINESIN COLLEGE FILES ARTI-
CLES OF INCORPORATION.
(•apItal (1150,000 INvitier1 Among
W'eU known Etteacatees--tie,,,,
of fleeciest eon.
Articles of incorporation for the
Paducah Central College and leniver-
say company were filed with the
county court clerk Ssturdy. provid-
ing for a capital eerie of Stflessee,
d.vided into rerree shares with a par
'ratite of $2C) cads. The shares are
divided as follows: T. C. Miteheil,
shares; C. E. Render. 2,eset
shares, S. Halberd, 4109 shares; King
Howard. Ihn stares; M. 11. Puede,.
elle shares.
General aolleglate and educational
business courses will be taught. In
the company's rosins., On the third
floor or the Glebe dant ana Trert
eonipany building. The college was
started six years ago by Professor M.
H. Strong, who sold to GI • preeent
owner.. two years ago.
Kaiwbell player,. and Foot Racers!
Louis 'J. Kruger. ex-champion
long distance foot racer of Germany
and Holland. writes, Oct. 27, 1901:
"During my training of eight
seeks' foot races at Salt Lalce City,,
In April last. I used Ballard's
ARRANGE PROGRAM
FOR BIG CONVENTIOA
Taft Men Sure of Nomination
-Abandon Aggressive
Hat Will Watch Attlee ansi (itarts
Any Attenoe at as Hemonstra-
Hoe.
STRONG CALL FOR DOLLIVER
cenvention speakers.
Temporary chairman, Senator J.
C. Burrows,:4
Permanent chairman. Senator ff.
Ce Lodge-
Opening maser, Bishop P. J Mill-
doen. e
Nominating speeches.
Taft. Theodore E. Burton.
Fairbanks. Gov. J. Frank Hanle.
Cannon. Henry S. Houten.
Hughes, Gen. Stewart L. Wood-
ford.
Knox. Lieut. Gov. R. S. Murphy.
haFollette, Henry le Coehents.
Foraker, not chosen.
Chicago. Jene 15.--In preparation
for the opening of the Republienn
national convention Tuesday noon at
the Colliseurn. Secretary Taft's
friends held several eonferences arel
decided on a program which subset-
InentlY was submitted to the candi-
date in Washington by long dIstan(•e
telephone and indorsed by him.
So far as possible from now on the
Taft managers propose to keep their
hands off the convention, but, at the
same time. If the "allies" endeavor
to embarrass the men now admitted-
.) ill control of the situation, the
power of the Taft organisation will
be used to -persuade the dpposltion of
the futile), of clieh a course of
aetion.
A modest reticenee made It im-
possible for the Taft men to say who
were at the conference at which the
plan of action was ontlined. The
taking is being done by the defeat-
ed contingents and is about the last
tag the Taft majority titisies- of
doing. Frank H, Hitchcock. C. P.
Taft. Wade Ellis. Senator Henry
Oabot Lodge. Henry Taft, and a few
ethers in the Inner circle. were taken
into the program making sessions
and agreements covering both the
presidency and the platform were
reached.
May Check rum. of "Mlles.**
With ergard to the former the pro-
gram Is no proeram at all. It
means that so long as the natural
drift of things Is in the direction ()La
candidate who is acceptable the Taft
otganisatIon will keep Its hands off.
UNTOLD INJUItt
Padu( all People, es it Is eke.
when- Theoughoelt the Laud.
Pe:4.cl a bad cc,
Not to.. the cause,
Beteg'. untold intim to the human
syntetn.
Following In the wake of backsolia
are urinury disorders. diabetes.
Brigitte disease.
Let leaducal ellizen tell of his
cure.
T. O. Elder, of 1763 West Monroe
street, Paducah. Kg., says: "Doan's
Kidney Pills were used in my family
about seven years aso with very sat•
erectors.' results. At that that. they
cured a case of kidney trouble of two
yeare standing, removing the paeis
From tho back and strerigthenteg
the kidneys. I have often recom-
mended them to others we() have
used them with good results. I pur-
chased them from Dullols Son & Co.'s
drug store."
For male by all dealers. Price 53"
cents. Foster-Milburn ('o.. Buffalo.
New York, sole agents for the tinted
States.
Remember the • natne-Doan's---.
and take no other.
the ticket, will
CO -president.
Six Candidates for Presidency.
The 'attitude the -allies" have
taken with regard to the presidential
nom:ea:ion makes it ceitain that all
the candidates who made the primary
fight will he placed in nomination.
They Include:
William Howard Taft of Ohio.
Chaeles Warren Faireanks, of In-
diana.
Joseph G. 'Cannon. of Illinois.
Charles E. Hughes, of New 'York.
'Philander C. Kim, of Pennsyl-
vania.
Jo-ph B. Foraker, of Ohio.
Mr. Taft being the eertainty, the
otters occupy the Interesting posi-
tem of being the "last ditchers."
HoUiver Leads Ice Second Piece.
Ai.houich Senator Dol!ver retains
the lead in the •icepr.sidential race,
there Is sufficient uncertainty In this
contest to make it interesting. The
following men are likely to be placed
In nomination:
Jonathan Dolleree of Iowa.
George B. CortelyOu. of New York
Charles Warren Fairbanks. of In-
dia:ie.
Franklin Murphy. of New Jersey.
Curtis Guild. of Massachusetts.
James S. Sherman. of New York.
Jobim Hays Ifitinmend. of Massa-
chusetts.
In the event of a definite decision
on the part of the Taft organisation
to throw its support to one candidate
there may be a dIntinution to the
numoer of neminations. The Taft
people may be brought to ronlider
either Sherman or Cortelyou. of New
be thy nominee for,
WARRANTS
leOR CUIIIIETSLAND TF.I.EPHONE
• COMPANY IN SItItailiALL
ronoll Attorney '11V111 Prooscure for
irsillnee to Obtain Autberit.
Aker
Denton, Ky., hole If.-Warrants
for 1,4C alleged offenses in these--
parsing en the poetic roads will he
gotten out against the (*timberland
Telephone company in Mae-hall ceun-
ty by County Attorney W. M. Reed-
(.r. The warrants will rearms that
the telephone company ereeted its
pelts on the county reads without au-
thority, and The statues provide a
penalty of $141 for reel pole so placed
ftle every flay it stands. It is fur-
ther provided be the law that the
meet shall be tried before' the court
sad the fihes assessed If the fact Is
established, With no appeal from the
deceloh. This cohiphny has many
more Wes, Mr. Reeler states, on the
reads, than he Mill Issue warrants
for, the 1.400 warrants representing
one for each of four road* for tee
last twelve months.
County Attorney Reeder won a per-
sonal eult against the telephoto. eom-
pally Saturday in Benton. In which
he recovered possession of land used
by the company for its poles. In the
suit he charged that the' company
unlawfully erected Its poles on his
laddi whirls fronts on the 'Bentonroa.
Ancient Rome.
Is now merely a memory of the past.
Ballard's Snow tenement is the fa-
Malty Nett:tent of the twentieth cen-
tury. A positive cure for Rheuma-
tism, Burns. Cuts, Sprains, Neuralgia
etc., Mr. C. H. Runyon, Stanberry.
Mo., writes: "I have used Snow
Liniment for 'Rheumatism ,.and all
pain. I can't say enough In its
praise Sold J. H. Oeiitschlager,
Lang Broe., f'. 0. ft (ploy,
de.l."7" 1"4"7"946•111. 
ii I
". Riga, tellasper
Cairo 35.0 0.6 fall
Chettanopga s 4. 5.3 0.3 fall
_12.0 1.8 fall
Eeensrille   11.4 1.6 fall
Flotence  2.8 0.$ fall
Jehneenville   6.4 1.0 fall
Louisville  4.9 0.R (all
York, as atailable. but it Is nut. be- Mt. Carmel  4.7 0.4 fall
lieted they will accept Fairbanks or Nashville • • • • • • - • •6•4 3•2 fall
An apparent effort on the part of st- ImuN 32.4 1.2 rlse,
6.2 U.S fallair of the others except Dolliver. Pittsburg •  
the 'ea" to line up the convert-keit. Vernon 12.7 0.1 fall
den' for Valibahke, It Is beIltived, wilviraducah . 21.0 0.4 fall
br:ior the Taft organisation out with p River gage this morning at 7
Dallive -be- hentedleVeleek7-ffe. .
and that will kettle It, regardless of day moraine, and a fall of .6 since
the lattei4a Personal Inclinations. paaday morning.
Two flottlisofs "Dark liPireee.." Tit. leek F'owler made an excur- •
Two ritrettele dark _heroes Agutre Moo trip to (elites yesterday with a
eletair in the situation, they being big tete of paw. niters. The Dick ro
eloy. Charles S. faeaeen. of Illinoloteoway tor Cairo this morning oft time
and Gov. G. L. Sheldon, of Nebraska. with a big trip of freight anti Passes-
Liniment to my greatest satisfaction.krow the needle In the body to The edifies which tied tbrin up withletters. She. will return tonight
RIVER NEWS
The 
NOW ON
610010 set a god
SUMMER
iuv% j Nvn.mpait.5.4.,1E11, ir1U tàA T'11N,
GOOD
S COLLEGE
t IMOKITI03. and jo get reel) for Tian Resit of the falt ;aim is aT
blitAUCHON'S PRACTICAL BUSINE 
iNwitmsu 14 ba. tiler* wen teem Yates) to Calitoruia. cat.eogua rkee• ask fur
litecrwarat.e.1) Padsatiak, Pet Brea dwaY. Old paone 1755.
The "XXth Century" 1
Bottle Cooler
ICE SAYERS
Aiways cold, clean and
economical.
Simple, crong, dura-
ble, absolutely clean and
hygienic.
A complete line shown
by
HANK BROS.
Hardware
Phones 195 112 Broadway
News of Theatres complete' shows for the small price
tiou with the play and making two
of 10 and 20 cents. Just think it
°Ter and •t3 wet come t thTenight the Huttonelailey Stock
commie., open the second and last
. Seek of their entsagement at \Val-
l ee,. park Ce in() le% presenting -.5Gamble?' of the West." a play with a
I very strong plot, many thrilling cli-
' refutes. guod, wholesome comedy and
a ve:y pat!,;f:. lug love story which
Inn; throug0ont thek pia?. making a
w..:1 woith five times the pce or
eduesslon asked. The following high
class vaudeville artists wilt appear
between acts. Forbes and Forbes.
Mr. George Highland. Little Bernice
Ranee, Isabel Rollis-Baeey and Mr.
letwience Hammer. thus giving A
cerupletc vaudeviee show In Nemec-
3 u o e con-
clarion that it is cheaper to go to
Welfare park Canino tonight than to
stay at home.
Nature teaches us to love our
friends, but , nit r enemiek
-French.•
HENRY MAIDEN, JR.
anvil:7MT
beet hiaftlag. Bask week. Levi
sad Lthesury Bork I specialty.
Therefore I highly recommend take attvantage of this complaisance.
comes a threatening factor foe the
second 'place the Taft majorit) will
be used-to - block It and put an ac-
ceptable man In the place. ,
Secretary Taft and hie filends pre-
fer that the. cqavention do its work
as It pleases, but do not propose to
came ;ride-icily from Washingten,Snow Liniment to all who are troll- The "allies- are keeseng up the--- and carried such weight as even in-teed with sprains, bruises or rhen-'figet with this express end in view.
statism." 25e. Got. and $1.00.14111
by .1. H. Oeblachleger, Lang Bros..,
C 0. Ripley.
1111... KING BRO(elt14. PeiNTDIT,
Rosa 7, Traeheart Bonding, up-
stairs. Next to Catholic church. New
Oboes DNS.
EVANSVILLE. PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated.)
EVANSVILLE-PADVGAII PACKIVE.
(Daily Except Sunday.
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins. leave Paducah for trans-
ellie and way ?endings at 11 a ma.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
leading' at 8 a. ea. sheep, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Seethe ercurslon rotes
now In effect from Paducah to Cairo
and retitm. with or without meals
and room. 006a music and table on-
aurpassed.
For further Infortnatioe o
S. A. Fowler. General Pass. Agent..
or Given Fowler, City PILIIO. Agent. at
Fowler-Crumbauigh & Co.'s Office.
First and Rroldwar.
NT. )itOrIN & TENNINNICE RIVER
PACKET OONIPANT.
(Incorporated.!
Foll THE TRENIMINER RIVER.
STE.t3fRIt
Leaven Palace/1 for Tenho-seer River
Every Wedwenday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT Master
sruGENE notognov clerk
This compeny Is not responsible
for Ineofce charges unless ere:Pete('
by tle clerk of the boat.
Special emersion rates from Padu-
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the
round trip Ii 06. 1.1.111*PA Federal,
every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
YOUR WORD WILL BE
UNDISPUTED '
AND )(WM MOW 1' Rif UNDED
Where •RS0/00.1 141IS to (perm"
Any Disorders el the S1014401
tee tilates the bowels,c_ARBO/ONE urea oonittipetit it.,
and/type the fermentation of food, set
that tbe fOod defeats perfectly, end
you receive the full strength and
nourishment from *hat is eaten.
CA1B07001( defitg rmir 1 n ttile 
poisonous
h
aqd neutralizep septic poison in evary
part of the system, and Is both a pre-
ventative and a cure.
A ft * doses relieves dietremeand the
stomach lemon digesting and seginsi.
letting the Mott The CARROZONIC
is a perfect relief for indigestion In
.1 „t forfeit Pelee $1.00.
• It your dealer cannot simply you
order direct from
IHE CARIOZONE COMPANY
295 ilatlisoa Ave. Memphis, lege,
(I, siring to save out of the wreckage
of their presidential Mapes at least
the tictepteeideney and the platform.
For this reason they are promising
themselves that they will go down in
al: manner of ditches with respect to
the presidency.
After 11W Taft conferences Wada
Ellis and Senator A. J. Hopkins. who
wilt- be chairman of the resolutions
committee. went over to the Wo-
man's temple and there revised the
tentative platform which will be laid
before the convention committee
when It is named on Tuesday.
As the result of the conferences
they are reported to have made
minor changesr in the tariff revision
and the anti-lajancties planks which,
Without giving substantial comfort
le the Minority. alll Incline the op-
Pbsition to accept thgn with fewer
„demonstrations of unfriendliness.
Tlit't one best bet of the entire con-
vention which opens ,on Tuesday Is
that whatever is done there will be
acceptable to Secretary William How
ard Taft and hit supporters, and
whatever is not aecePtable to them
will not be done. It is a certainty
hat the platform will be the one
which far. Tali ft nnasnotar. aondaatit is a
oød bet han p.
Meer, of lion. 16 spite of his re-
luctant* to Otte tbd __..L..._ .1 pike on
thy vii'.'-presIdentral possibilities _7:36 o'ebsek.
The George Cowling made three
oils to Paducah and return to Me-
direct suggestions with Nile geo- ttepolls yeiderday, earrying colored
graphical advantage naturally have. emeursionIsta The Cowlieg nettle
her two regUllif trips today doing a
A BOY'S HOLIDAYS. big Easiness.
The ardent cetstroveray which has The steamer Ioe Filukr - arrived
been waging In 'English and America- front Evaneville eeeterdey morning
concerning the beet way to dispose of and refereed to graneviii.. the morn-
school boys In the lents summer vacs-ling at 11 so'etock with a big till) of
tem tea prompted ibe Grand eletank *Wel ited eileiterigede.
Tlie John S. Hopkins will the
Evansville packet tomorrow morning.
The 14. W. Buttorg arrived from
Nashville'pestiettlay afternoon with a
big (sip of freight and passengers.
she got away at 12 o'clock today for
C120(14%114.. and will metre early reisi
Wednesday -mid leave that noon for
Nashville.
The City of &Mello arrived at feet
this morning front the T,etness,
with a tee Gip of eiennelonbue (tad a
fair trip of feleetIrt. Mir got kway at
• o'clOck for St. Louis. •
The City of Memphis ires towed
In (eon St. LOW* yesterday by the
Harvester, one of the West Kentuekt.
Coal company's boats. The Memphis
will he talret maelne, ways
this spernoon for repairs. Site was
Pront stew coach Is Nevada, ye)ndemned at St. Louis.
onimmoo The flarteeter•Nv111 leave tomorrow
sseemee; Wes., lima le.- Tee for St. Louis wile a tow of 4 barges
of co11 ear the West Kentucky Coal
etempany.
Steamer Clyde arrived from the
treith a big trip, of lumber. Ree went,nnessee the; morning at lo o'clock
to Retokport. The Clyde wileeeturn!
110 the Tennessee Wednesday es/esker
I a; o'clock.
The Peters Lee arrived from Cin-
cinnati this afternoon with a big trip
luf frelitt and passengers and tent
'on to Memphis.
The Reaper got in from the mines
at Caseyville yetterday with a tow of
25 bargee of real for the Wen Ken-
tucky Mal company. 011P retlIrtiell
to the Metes thle morning with a.,tow
of empty barges and will bring
tow of coal bark with her
'The Fannie Wallace arrived yea-,
lords). moruing from temeyville tow-
ing 3 sand digger Ttie Fantlie will.
be taken on the Wept Kentuck.y Coal
company's docks for repairs. Two
barges that hed Altai at CeiseettlIle
were raised and will be taken on the
docks for repairs
111e towboat Oakland named up
the Ohio last night at le o'clock with
• big tow of empty bargee She is
the ears only an Meant before the on her way from New °twine to
engine made the etraidIgg. .
Railway system to issue a (special pub
le-alien peeing. sum )(done and practi-
cal hirts to parents, as to what to do
with the public and preparatory school
boy during the mon:he of Jule' and
August. The vacation camp is our of
the aohitiona and the publication en-
tette& -What ellen a Boy do with tes
Vaeat ion thoroughly covers the
ground and solves the problen! of the
best way for a schoolboy to enjoy his
holidays,
A copy may be stained for the ask
lug applying to 11 W. Vete( 917
Merchants Loan and' Trust Building,
Chleago, ill.
01,b FARIDONED 1101.13-UP.
Ott tb 
Wells-Parge Tremor, Ho" Stolen
stage coach bound for this city from
!lettere was held up by two Masked
Men air allies from her. hitt WICK
16e BriVer who forced to Nap r
  his neat, aid the passengeni acid *1
The 'point of ode mats gdp•orany thel
anew eitried away the 111.1104eargto
null$Pee enikellaY's teeing*, box. The
dud Matt Hien-hacked' off Into the
darkness.
it is not known how much of value
the treasure box oontalued. As soon
us the stage reached howls the alarm
was retell and men on horseback and
in eatemehiles started is ptirsult of
the robbers.
" 
TOCTRiell. HERO KILLSO.
Philadelphia, PR . June 15.-Rob-
ert Jeckeon. age* 111. Who was
squeesed between freight cars on the
Reading tallway siding. neir his
hems. after he succeeded in throve
Mg tie° lads from their perilous po•
sition on the humporill. saving theft
liver, tied early today in the Amor:-
tan hospital. Jackton saw the boyt
leafing on the freight cart while a
seltch engine was approaching, lie
dashed down the track and reathed
•
HARRY
The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages   
whets I sertnielOn. WI.
give promt palatial it-
" 
*! tentlen at all times.
ANDERSON, PHONE 915
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Street,.
Warehouae for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
Be Progressive and up to date, and board veto. horse at a Barn
that keeps abreast of the times.
The days for cleaning a hors.,) with the old fashioned carry
comb and brush have past.
We use a Grooming Machine. It does the work better and
quieker and your horse Will appreciate the change anal show it by
doing bet er work for you.
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
I recorponet•40
Fourth and Kentucity Avenue.
Early Times
s,
Arid
Jack Beam
The purest whiskey made. It
has been stored for years in
charred oakcn barrels, at an
even temperature, and has a
uniformity due to perfect ag-
ing. Bottled in bond spring
1900. Sold everywhere.
MOO. MO-• Zoo.. Ail. to 1. a.,
" PRIM'
etwilwwengraw8WWII eq. 
rAnrcArt =lynx: RUN.
movr,Vr. Yrvp 13. ."'m
-9
NELLIE SCHWAB WINS THE SPECIAL,
MANY AFTER THE $20 GOLD PIECE
WHICH WILL BE AWARDED SATURDAY
Who Are edistble?
Any white person, men or woman.
of good character, residing in the ter.
'Rory covered by The Bun may De-
mme a candidate for the boutos slid
the prizes in The Padutsah Sun's
Greatest Popularlty Contest.
Diseatioss--Awards.
The contest starts with today's an-
nouncement and will continue till
July 4, at I p. ne. at whice time a
Slim Vera Dotboon. Int-Voter KY. [-committee of well-known and treat
:McDonald's Arrest Has No Ef- • • • • ...
.. -81'257 eorthy citizens will be (+wen to de-
%so Mabel Mayer+, Brookpott. termini, who are entitled to 
the
het on the Paducah Evening prizes.
4/4,236
sits. myraliter, Fulton. Ky.
San's treat l'opularity Con- . 
4.2.200 
Districts.
, The territory covered by The San
test •System so Perfect No C'
Hargrere, Fisebletth Irt- F. has been divided for the purposes of
A' 
• • • • • • • 31'8°7 this contest into three districts, a
s
Fraud was Perpetrated in 
mim.lictile eYsler. hrnithkaad, KY-. follows:
• .23•5 District 1 comprises all of the 
city
Paducah. mi.." Alin- Russell, Kern. Ky. • 10.4030 of Paducah north of Broadway,
 in
Julius Starks. Benton, KY - • • • 104411 eluding the north side of Broadway.
setiltEs ‘1 tit too,iitet MARK
(Newest Half Over and No (Inc Who
Started Actively Has Moen Any
Symptom.. of Dropping (Mt-The
Eighteen Prize* Attract Thrice
That Many Live it'undidares,
s.t.F.erAt. OFFER THIS WEEK.
For tetbacriptiens turned ism
between Moaday morning, June
N. and 9 p. no. ?otturday. June 14.
Thirty dollars' worth of earn'.
titre to be metected from tfw en-
celleta and 'complete stock of
furniture of the F. N. Gardner
Jr. company to tire candidate
turning in 141.414..*4 41.1144•411111 of
• ash (di suharilpt ems.
There will be no bonus votea
I,, candidates turning in lances(
amount of new at/boo-regions, too
3,000 votes will lw given foe
every 523 any candidate turns
After Mk week the size of the
(muscle' prim. is ill steadily de-
cline to the end of ttw costes:1,
so that during the hug week
there will be soeitrwr Nomes nor,
special prize.
Standing at the Mew of Balloting
Friday at 0:00 p.
DISTRICT 1 
Mien 'Ella Hill 
Joe Desberger 
Meet Elsie Hodge 
Jame,' Wood .
Marian Noble 
Mrs. lie Rose 
Myrt Ratcliffe 
Mites. Mary Barry 
Mrs. Ids Ashby 
%Hs. Nellie schwab... ...... 154-410
J. I,. .. ...... 13.447
miss Thelma Rybuin 19.974
Mr... T. L. Border 7.037
Jas. Hodieh  7,516
Fred Mctireary ........ 7,305
Miss. Blanche Anderson 4.654
?dies t'atrie Ham  4.500
Geo. (.. Hauet .. 3,465
Mo.. Harry liarrott  3.
443
:ilk.. Minnie ThIsion...  2.707
Athol Roberteon ...........437
Miss Pearl 2,193
Miss 4 'utherine Thomas 2.242
P. B. Fowler 2.000
Maurice McIntyre  
I'. Gore
Mios tireabdine Gibson
Mary Deodurant
kliss Jennie Caesar
Miss Ruby Cattails
Harry Luken..
.1. .4. Baltsiey  
Leon R. Ulmer%  
Ge0. Watts. 
DISTRICT 2.
Miss Mern Nichols ....
1. W. Stem man
(tots. Denker 
Nies. Hock 
Miss Doris Marti* 
Jesse Vallandingtatm
Mts. Jithn Deithley .
Miss Rate \unarm/ober
James Murray 
toot Wattle Russell  
thus lAsaie ledrenciou 5.510
ituey cohen  
Mist( %lame. !layettes:it
H. ti John n sto 5,309
t'airgbe  7.1511
C. L. 1% PI,  7,294
Jenette tkmorl*. 0,265
0.405
.....
94..513
/16,700
71,414
53.7/0
44,679
31,1S0
$9,209
W..120
21.271
Sam J. Brown, Paducah R. F. D.
 
*505I. K. 1.aintotel, Paducah R. F. D.
 8,313
Miss Rutty Flack, Mayfield. Ky..
 41.15*
Paris Einem, Murray. Ky 3.717
Mims Treva °minim, Murray, Ky.
1,7115
0. C. Hartley, Paducah R. F. D.
.1.523 way.
Iteraard Drees, .Paducah it, F. D.1 after the juiges of the finish of
  1.$15 the contest have awarded the Crued
Jahn Theobald. Jr.. radars/8 It. F. Prises, the names of the two win
ners
P.  1.110' vii be stricken from the list of con-
Henry Hewer. Paducah R. F. D. testants and the nine district prises
1.000 will be awarded as follows:
The Wet persons wtto lead their
The arrest of P. II. (i-Don*lz1 Sat- respective dist
ricts will be awarded
tirday has not in any was--disturbed a $300 
piano, on display at W. T.
the eveu tenor of The Sun's Greet Miller & Bros.. 520 
Broadway, a $150
Populatity Contest. Thryniblic reeog stilt of furn
iture, displayed at Gar-
nizes and apprecla•es the prompt ner Bros.. 107-2t3
 South Third. a
action of Mr. (I Ro,s Horne In haw- $100 buggy and h
arness, displayed
ing Mellonad. -arrested before Ite-St---Poweil,Rogers, 
129:131 North
would have a chance to secure money Third. The above
 tbret wises !ill
by any fraudulent means in this city, be given to 
the three district leaders
Every iYit of work he did in connec- in the order of the
 number of votes
lion with the contest has been 'creditedto them.
checked over with the resti:t of prov-I The three per
sons who receive the
big that he was accurate to a cent in second high
est number of votes in
their respective districts will be
awarded the following prizes in their
order of rank--a $65 watch on dis-
play at Pollock's, 333 Broadway. a
$50 lady's or man's watch at Nagel
and Meyer's, corner Third and
Broadway. a $50 Miller range, dis-
played at Hank Bros., 212 Broad.
way.
The !lett is reserved to alter thes.,
rules should necessity demand.
District comprises all of the city
of Paducah south of Broadway, in-
cluding the south side of Broadway.
Dist 3 comprises III of the ter-
ritory served by The Sun outside
the limits of the city of Paducah.
More Them 411.000 In Prises.
Fo.lowing is a description of the
" Imaguificent list of prizes offered for
Mime Dose 1,tta ›Ililtarti Paducah H. the winners lu this contest together
... 4,300 with the arrattgement governing
•rMiss I na *die". WinaPD. 1(7.4
.500 their distribution.
Lose. "11U. all 11-F-D.• • • •30370 The candidate secu
ring the highest
l'Imitwah &F.D. • •11.400 number of votes, regardless o
f dire
Miss Dora Draffee. Calve43 COW. trim. will be given The First brand
 2.000 Prise, a $700 double building lot in
Henry Temple. Maxon Mill. • •1.114111 Gregory Heights. Paducall's prettiest
tiny C. Hartherry, Ky suburb.
2.000 The candidate securing the second'
filfton Seater. Paducish F. D. highest number of votes. regardless
 11.014  of district, will be given The Second
Mier Mae Matthew'. Entignirs,
Ky. 
Grand Prise. a $400.00 two-carat,
blue-white diamond, on display at
Jo Wolff's jewelry store. 327 Broad-
tions anywhere they wish. For In-
stance a candidate In District 3 Is
entitled to turn in subscriptions from
District 2 or District 1, and vice
G. Ross Korne & Co contest man-' versa.
agers, Is tht manager of the contest New subscribers a
re those who were
being conducted by The Paducah not taking The Sun
 May 23. the date
Evening Sun. P. H. McDonald never of the start of the
 contest. Trans-
had any other connection with the fer from one member 
of a family to
contest than the position of eolicitor, another or to some
one else living in
1,015 Everyone of the candidates with the same house will
 not be counted as
1  477 whom and for whom McDonald a new subscripti
on.
 673 worked have signified their intention' The thre
e persons receiving the
030 of continuing the same active work third highest nu
mber of votes In
..  037 that they have been doing in their thelh respecti
ve districts wi:1
 505 effoits to share in the $2.230 worth awarded t
he following prizes, a
of prizes. I $37.50 refrigerator. 
displayed 9
l
Miss Nellie Schwab turned in the 
ehair or other furniture from R
MissEthel seamen
IA... Walston
miss murree S161(111.1
l'itentae Potter .2.5415
C. G. Kelly   2,340
Iwo Haag  1,1441
A. f'. Mitchell ......  1.340
Jeff J. Read  .1.601
511... tooth. speck . 1.53.11
.1.11,1 Bryant,  1,145
Nlass Corinne Winstead
James Iticknaat.
(..'o, .4 Honduran*  
Henry Halley 
t'. F. Stiller 
II. J. sheiton 
Miss Alma Atbmis 
Joeepl. Arts 
Mee. T. lirookshire  
DISTRICT 3 
Mesa Lora Street. Ks-ill. Ky
Arthur Switzer. Paducah R. V
383
561
350
306
..1k1.417:
 90.002
73.4473
UAW
17.357 
14.811/3 
13.11196
. .13,113
10415
ft.475
scholarships tn the Internationli
Schwab Bald to the contest man this Correspondence Schools and on*
morning, when stilted to what she ton
tributtel her eitccess, that it was the, Business 
in the Paducah Central
College. offering the ciliates
result of a week of good hard work ,of nine courses. These prizes will be
and the staunch support of her many awarded In the three different dia-
1 d . " • • (rites so that candidates receiving the
weeks I have had in a long time, and reeond highest number of vote* in
at the sante time- one of the twist their respective districts may choose
mum pleasatit and I feel more than aniply one of these scholarships instead of
repaid• the merchandise prise. Should the
course, I had no idea I would win the second highest calididatee not desire
prise but I have enjoyed the work all one of these scholarships, the third
along, becoming more interested egret' ii,gfwet candidates may chant. them.
•
Mini Carrie Mike Metropolis,
J. R. Duqpire, Paducah R. P.
1  025
1005
720
593
570
edos ono week's work, you to make yew
efio own OffiCe hours you to be your own
the amounts col'ected on subscrip-
tions for various candidates here. In
fact the system used throughout the
contest is such that there is no possi-
bility of fraud on the part of any one
who has anything to do with It.
There is a cheek on everybody.
whether contestant, manager or sub-
scriber.
Statements made by contempor-
aries to the effect that McDonald
was the manager of this contest Sr.' Contestants may secu
re subscrin-
false,.as everyone of the contestants
know and as wi:l be stated in the
other papers in their next issue. D.
E. Brundage. acting for the firth of
Mine Schwab Wise.. ilenneb
erger's. 422 Broadway. a $2
0 Cs-
argeat amount for subscriptions last 
 112-116 rth Fwi4th, a
lady's or man's watch on display1126
week and won the $30 worth of turn- at J. L. Wanner's. 311 Broadway.
WI** to be stoected from the stock Three additional prizes 'for the
of the F N. Gardthe Jr company. three districts are added and two
In speaking of.....,the matter. Miss
week, ano now that my work is -
ginning to tell I am bi,coming more,
enthused and will lent still greeter
effort to be among the succeseful at
the end Of the contest."
010 In Gold This Week.
No furniture this week. 00 watches.
just a nice little 'picture of the great
Amerlean eagle or the Goildetis of
Liberty on gold-just a wee bit of
a $2.0 gold piece. No indecision am
to whether you want a bed room set,
desk or a chair-only a little trkp to
The San office next Monday morning
for $2e In gold. Twenty dollars for
ISM bogs. .“81 to stnnti both 
your time
555 and the money just as you want to.
All we require ii. results-you do the
te2,655 rest. Here'i an opportunity ter some
D. one to earn • little vacation money
515.106 or for some ,one who may be out o
f
Ku, ,emplortnent to win a few of the metes
 71./54,sities of life. You can win it-ziire
D. lyou going to The secret of success
 70.117 Is work.
If thee* two (-Asses do not wish the
schoiarships they will be awarded to
:the fourth highest candidates in the
three districts.
In addition the management of
The Sun will spend $100 In special
;prizes to be distributed to busy can-
didates during the proems of the
contest, making a grand total pf
more than $2,000 In prizes, to be
distributed gratis.
Veting Lbw*.
Until June I3 no candidate will be
allowed to east more than 10:460
eertiled votes in any one day.
Adders* all communications I.
The slom. nate,* Department.
"I guess my father must have been
a pretty bad boe," said one young-
Stet.
"Why?" inquired the other.
"Because he knows exactly what
questions to ask when he wants to
know whet I have been doing.-
Washington Star.
UNE  BRIDES!
Let us furnish your home
complete-our home
outfits range from
$75 00 up.
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A little at a time as your
income permits will
provide you with
a h:ppy home
t
11
$34.00
For Complete Suit
H:re is only a sample of the many remarkable values to be found here. Thi
s suit is a beauty, and a regular
US 00 value. The cabinet work is extra good, and finished like the much higher
 priced suits. It's made of
is)fid oak, fitted with French plate rtirr r.
TERMS--43.00 CASH-50c, A WEEK
'
This Sanitary Day upon t can hi
readily converted into a full sized
comfortable bed. A
nice Value for 
A Nice
Variety of
"Open
Stock"
Patterns.
To the housewife who is looking forward to ae
fature, a Buck's !--tove or Range is what she
wants. *WO a Week gates 4.1hOICAP•
For poor company room, this Daven-
port is comfortable and substantial.
  S26.50Specially priced
03.00 Gesish---78c es Wasik
Fine
Chinas,
Englilb
and
American
Porcelains
Pretty Chinaware and China Novelties help wonderfully toward you: housekeeping. "Over-Sto
ck" po-
terns allow you to select ost what you need, then build as your wants increase. 23 Per 
Cent reduction
_on entire line of China Novelties all during the month of June.
il Ellill'ill_ilill'il:
RHODES',
COMPANY
INC.
Salesrcoms, 112414-1lb N. Fourth St Warerooms, 405-407 Jefferson St.
Subscribe for the Sun and Get News While it is News
411101111W
Tell Your Grocer to Send Yu IN(Ithi
tig But
BRADLEY'S NEW PROCESS CREAM MEAL
ll not heat or must. You shall know it by its wh_teness.
Manufactured Daily by BRADLEY. BROS Paducah, Kentucky
 411111111.1111111.11111.1111111111111111212M.
